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,Support for Learning and, Teaching o English

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CONTINUES
SLATE FOR 1977

The NCTE Execrative' &mmittee, at its May 1,976 meetings
extended SLATE for one yen. Tfie decision to continue SLATE
as a special committee of the Council was taken in order to allow
more.dialogue among themberS as to what9SLATE canand should
do, to discover how many contributors SLATE will have and how
permanent their support will be, and to give further study to the
question of NCTE's tax,dempt status. L.

In deciding_ to continue SLATE, the Executive Committee
adopted the following stipulations:

- 1. The prese'nt committee, elected in .an Diego, should
function for another year. ,
SLATE should keel) a clear and complete record of all
money spent. 4

3. SLATE will make no policy onits, own, but it may make
recommendations to the Executive Committee.

SLATE PRIORITIES'
Nearly 3000 English teachers respondec17,-to SLATE's question.
naire on important issues facing the profession. Each respondent
was- asked to check two issues, yielding the following order of
.priorities:

teaching.loadiuEnglith and the langptge arts
competency-based education_

'0000

standardized testing--
censorship otinstructional materials
sexism in learning materials

`students' right to their own language
restrictive,cOpyright legislation
racism in learning materials.

Although teaching load received the largest number of votes
(about a hundred more than the next issue), the SLATE
committee believes that this is an area 'Where its energies would
have little immediate effect. Up for consideration and acrePtion at
the 1976 NCTE Convention are three new policy statements on
equitable teaching loads in Englishelementary, secondary, and
college. If these policy statements are endorsed in Chicago,
SLATE will supply theinj on requeit,, wherever teachers believe
Ste statements might help in reducing unreasonable assignments.

11 The NCTE Exec tice onimittee has also .gcsepted a SLATE/
reqUest aat NC spon r research on the, e'tfect Of teacher load'
on stud n't learn eaChermorale.

The next two iKsuescrpeteny-based education and stand
ardized testing are both related-1 to theieneral; 'problem of

eaSUririg progress- in-English by object quaritifiable,instru7
ments, determined arid administered by outside agencies,,COm;
bined, these twuprdblerns'receivgi nearly twice,asmag votes as

a , .

any other single issue. On the' recommendation of the SLATE'
committee, the NCTE Executive Committee therefore charged
SLATE to ificus during the next year on the impact of testing
programs on the teaching and learning of English.

SLATE will oppose the definition of English as only those"
matters which can be meaSured in quantitative terms. It will
publicize stands NCTE has already taken on the socio-pol ical
elerdents involved in large-group testing, regardless of test - makers',
claims of validity and reliability. SLATE max, also, within the
limits of its funding, establish a monitoring System fo discover
where action involving testing programs 'is being proposed] wnte
to those responsible for the proposed actions; distribute docu-
ments, reports, new releases, etc., that might influence the
decision; send experts AO testify; provide paren'ts, concerned

..cititens, legislators, and government officials with information on
al the ways in which IQ. tests, aptitude tests, achievement tests, and

entrance tests can label and damage students, and kork wjh
other associations alarmed over the misuse and misinterpretation

'of testing instriuhents.
meanConcentration on testing, of course, does not mean that

SLATE. has lost interest in other .issues that affect English-
teaching. Concentration means only that linfted energy and
limited money will be directed toward What seems to most
Members tc be most urgent. .

0

"Pharis' Firjt Law of Educational Evaluation: If you cannot
quantify anything of value then assume that what you can
quantify is related to value. " William Pharis, in a-speech at the
May 1976 Invitational Conference on Measurement in Education.

STARTER SHEETS AVAILABLE FROM NCTE
During the summer and -early fall of 1976, the SLATE steering
committee published a series or Starter Sheets dealing with the
'back-to-the-bales" cry. Each of the short ,pamPhletsnone..is_
more than two pagesbegins Avith,a statement of the-issues,
explains professional viewpoints, on those issues, and ends with
some suggested strategies for action.

Were pi pared. and distribute as SLATE Newsletters:
' That Are the 'Basics' in English?", "Back_ to the, Basics:
Gramm an Usage," "Back to the Basics: Composition,"
"Censorship,of Instructional Materials," "Back to. the Basics.
Lariguage and Dialect," "tack to the Basics. Spelling and "Back.
to the Nick Reading."' .1

The Starter Sheets may be reproduced in!quantity bianyone
who would. like to Oise them; single.copies of the set of seven
Starter Sheets are available,at $1.00 from SLATE atlliCTE,.1111
Kenyon Road, Urbana, IllinOis 61801.

Anyone making, a ,tax-deductible donation of $10 or more to
.support the activities of SLATE a Tree ]set of_Starter
SheetS, as well as future issues.of the SLATE Newsletter.



TESTING IS BIG BUSINESS

According to figures in Publishers' Weekly (April j9, 1976), sales,
of standardized tests in 1975 came to. more than 36 million

. dollars, an inarease of 15/percent from sales* recorded in 1971.
These statistics were caviled, from, reports issued by the
Association of American, Publishers.

Sherwood Davidson Kohn (National Elementary Principal,
JulS,JAugust 1975, Kt, 11-23) gives what he calls some "scattered,
incomplete information" as to where this ifloney conies from:

Six ninon elementary and seccindary school children take_
SRA achievement tests every year, including the Iowa Tests.
of Educational Development. ,
Two million high school upperclassmen ,take SAT' diery
year. .

More than 4,000 of the country's approximately 17,t100
school systems use HarcourtBrace Jovartovich's Stanford
Achievement Test.
Other tbsting companies, including McGraw-Hill's California
Test Bureau and Westinghouse Learning Corporation, refttse

_ to reveal the number of tests they process annually.,
In the light of these figures, it is hardly surprising that the

testing industry has responded with indignation to callg for a
moratqriutn on standardised testing. .

m

"Because the results are expressed :1:J:umbers, iris easy to make
the Inistake of thiqking that the intelligjnce test is a measure like
a foot rule or a pair or . But Intelligence is not an
abstraction like length and weight; it is an exceedingly corn-

ed notion which nobody has as yet succeeded in de-
fining. . . . f the impression take's root that these tests really
measurgsintelligencei that they

They

a sort of last judgment
,an the child's capacity, that they reveal-scientifically his 'sic'
predetermined ability, then it would be a. thousand times better if
all the intelligence testers and all their questiognaires were sunk
without warning in the Sargasso Sea. "-Walter'Lippman, in New ,

Republic, 1922. y
I

MYERS REPLACES SUHOR
Charles Sithor, who was elected to the SLATE steering committee
in San Diego last gal/ember,. has resigned his position on the
SLATE commiete as a result of his selection as Deputy
Executive Secretary of NCTE, succeeding John Maxwell who will
leave the post in 'June. 1977. Suhor will be o'placed on the
SLATE committeby Mild Myers, Castlemont High School,.
Oakland, California. Myers was active in the formation of SLATE
and, folloWing the 5 persons elected,.was the candidate receiving
the next greatest number gf votes in the 1975 election. He will

- join the SLATEcommittee in its two-day. preconvention 'session.
in Chicago. .

-**
-

MINIMACCOMPETtNCY.TESTS13ROLIFERATE
Fjve states-California, Florida, Colorado, Virginia, and
Maryland -have now passed.,Idws requiring minimal competency
,testing in their public schools., The, requirements vaty'from high'
4166,1 equiyalency.testi which permit students to leave school
and effectiVely lower the age of compulsory attendance, to "basic
ro i'entY"' tests which Must be given regularly and which

require districts to provide remedial or tutorial services for
w-s_coringittidents. -'`""

Aecording to Update II: Minimal Competency" Testing (July ,

1976); a bulletin issuer ,by':the Education Commissiiin of the
States,(ECS);:foui other states,-;Iouisiana,Michigan, New Jersey,.

z'r..,

and Pennsylvdnia-haVe siniilariegislition pending.
The extent of, concern withyriunimal competency testing was

dramatically illustrated last spring when ,ECS and National
Assessment sent out invjtations to %Olt it thought of as alma
preliminary confetence 32 states sent 125 representatives to the
meeling. There the representatives considerecl. the 'feasibility of
creating a centralized 'bank of ready-made test exercises and
concerned themselves with the proirlem of keeping the test items
"secure."

. In September 1976, an NCTE ,Ad Hoc Committee on
Competency Testing met for three .days in Urbana, in *response to

' the Executive Gomnuttee's' concern about appropriate NCTE
ac'tion related to the movement for minimum competency
testing. Among the immediate actions of the committee Were the
drafting of brief guidelines designed to counter the worst abusA*.
and `-misuses of competency testing and the preparation of a
resolution to be presented to the N.ovembeKNCTE convention.
The committee also requested one of its member's, Alan Parves,
to draft a SLATE Starter Sheet on the issues of competency
testing.

fvure of the nioveniesit Competecy jesting'
could on one hand lead totarcl. a, ontral improvement uj.
education for all students or-in a punitive sense-return the
schools to a screening role for society that was evident SO years
ago. =Chris Pipho, Associate Director of Research and Inform_ a-
tion Service, Education Commission of the States, 1976.

APPLEBEE APPOINTED AS STAFF COORDINATOR
,aFOR SLATE

Acting on a request from the SLATE steering committee for
more help at headquarters, the Executive Comnuttee of NCTE
has appointed Arthur N. Applebee to serve as staff coordinator
for SLATE, Applebee, who joined the headquarters staff in
August, -is responsible for answering inquiries, writing news
releases, coordinating the publication of SLATE materials,
tapping the resources of NCTE as they,- are needed to support
SLATE's work, and,keeping records onfinances and contributors.

". , the SAT was not designed to measure school performance
and should not be used that way. To single out the schools as
being responsible for the decline-is, by the nature of the test,

.unwarranted, unfair and scientifically unfounded."-Coller
Board President Sidney. Marland speaking to Chief State School
Officers in San Diego, 1976.

`ASSOCIATIONS CALL FOR MORATORIUM
ON STANDARDIZED TESTING
Among the,, organizations which have recently called for 'a
moratorium on one form or another of standardized testing are
the Association for SuperviSion and Curriculum Development
(ASCD); the National Association for the Advancement of
-Colored' People (NAACP); and the National .Association of
Elementary School Principals (SIAESP). The National Education
Association "(NEM, which Called for a moratorium on stand-
ardized,tesp in 1.972 temporarily set it aside in .1975 "in.Order to
concentrate its energies in this area on lending support to

-.affiliates as they implemeht stratMes to challenge standardized
testing; for example, initiating bourt actions on behalf of students
or teacheri, attacking specific test, instruments, seeking alliances
with other groups which have a vested interest in countering test
abuse, cross-committee planning for remediation of .problems
related to testing,sleveloping negotiation procedures,and language
dealing with:testing issues." .

- _
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' At its March' I976 meeting, the Board of Directors of ASOY:
unanimously passed -the following resolution: .

A norm referenced standardized lest is any test that compares
performarice,to predetermined norms and is administered in,
identical form to large numbers of students. The interpretation
of tests is usually 'based on several fallacious assumptions
-about. education. It is recommended that 'ASCD through ust,
elecled offiCers, its40, publications, and progitams become

.an ddvocate fOr a ,,geieral 'moratOriunu on norm referenced
standardized testing, and further,' that .th,g, report of the
Executive Director given in 1977 reflect the status of this
effort.

'At an- invitational aomerence on minority testing, sponsored
by NAACP in Septertiber'l 975 and'partiallY supported by CEEB
and ETS, the first recommendation was

Tiiat there be a moratorium on all current stancliidized_ tests
tiniest suceinsti-iiments conform to the recommendations set
forth in this report.

The report offers an analysis,of the ways in which standardized
tests discrithinate against minority students and makes a number
of recomm ndations intended to reduce that discrimination. The
report alsfi des disci liners from CEEB and ETS, saying that
although they believe sla daraized tests)netd improvement, they

.cannot support a moral pum., J,VAACP Report on Minority
Testing, NAACP Special Contribution Fund; 1790 Broadway,
New York, New York 10019.)

The vigorous stand on testing taken by NAESP prompted one
high-ranking testing official to label that association 's "ill-
formed,-wrongheaded and irrelevant" and to call its publication,
The National Elementary Principal, :`spiteful to degree un-
precedentedin a professional journal."
_ Although NCTE has not called .for a moratorium on stand-
ardized testing, it has joined the North Dakota Study Group on
Evaluation, representing 25" other ou s, in calm for "new
.processes o as ssment that are more fair and effective 'than

. those ciirrentl in use and that more adequately. consider the
diverse talents, abilities, and cultural backgrounds of children";
greatel'involvement of parentt and educatorsp the planning and
process of assessment; an explanation of the limitations of the
assessment instrument used in all report's to the public; terms
broader than single-score .naticThal norms (which can be mis-

...leading) in reporting educaticipal achievement; the sharing of
-* information about assessment ,among professionals, ,policy

makeit, and the public so that appropriate improVements and -
refams can be discussed; the retumof every standardized test
takeiit -bf a child to the school for analysis by teachgrs, Parents;
and the chid; and making any standardized test used in any
community publicly available so that citizens can underltand and
review the tests.

Further, NCTE has included in its statement oh Teacher
Preparation and Certification the requitement that English
teachers should have knowledge of "the uses and abttses of testing
procedures and other evaluative techniqrs for describing stii;
dendts' progress in the handling and understanding of,language (A'
Statement on the Preparation of Teachers of English, NCTE,
1976).

00"There is no evidence or reason° to believe that, taking stand-
ardized tests is a positive learning experience fo_r children. Quite
the.contraiy, -the test situation canbe a dehumanizintexpenence
for children in which they are subjected to a standardized
stimulus in an authoritarian setting which allows -far` virtually no
creativity or individuality and subjects the child to an finxiety-
ridden atmosphere."Michael Q. Pattqn, representativp of the
North Dakota Study Group on,EValuation, 1976.

-"

-

USEFUL INFORMATION ON TEST
AND EVALUATION
The profession has prodtKed 4.onsiderable information on what
standardized' ests can and cannot do, and has suggested some
alternative ways of measuring progress. Notable among these
publications are `the following, all of them available through
NCTE. (Stock numbers given in parentheses will expedite your
Order.) ,

.

Common Sense and Testing in English, by `the Task Force on
Measurement and Evaluation in the Study of English, Alan
Purves, ch'air3 1975; S1 .Q0 (No. 07737R). IlDescribes the types
oftes commonly given, discusses their limitations, and
su sts ways to make these limitations, known; lists criteria

0- or 'selecting standardized tests in English and for- interpreting
and using test results; includes a three-page "CitiZen'slditton"
which can be reproduced and distributed tbadministratois and

.I
National Assessment and the Teaching 9f .-nghsli, by the

Committee. to Study the NAEP, John C. Mellon, chair, 1975,
tS3.60 to NCTE members (No.:32235R). Gives the results of
the fast National Assessment of Educational Progress In

, Writing, Reading and Literature, interprets tie factual data
from a number of profdsional perspectives.

parents.

Reviews of Selected Published Tests in English, Alfred H.
Grommon, editor, 1976, $3.90 to NCTE members (Np.
41218R). In part one, considers complaints that many .tests

.calturally biased or based on outdated curricula and
suggests questions that should be asked during test-selection.
In part.two, evaluates more than 50 widely -used English tests.

Equivalency Testing: A Major Issue for College English, Forest'D.
Burt and Sylvia -King, 1974, $1.75 to NCTE members (No.

\,1640R). Ditcusses The role of ETS and CEEB, the 'packs
' and procedures of CLEP, the role of college professOrs, testing

centers, and administrators in implemeriting equivalencytest!
ing programs. Includes th California report in its entirety and
restitutions from the ADEBradley' conference which focused
on the politics of CLEP.

Testing in Reading: Assessment and Instructionhl necisioh
king, J.ichard L. Vtnezky, 1914, $1.00 to NCTE members
o. 53321R).'Provides ten "canons" for deveRiping assess-

merit procedures in reading and for using the results in ways
which will most benefit students; considOrs problems related
to ,program assessment and to the distribution and protection
of assessment, results; emphasizes that assessment must be
setondary to instruction. .

Measures for Itesearch and Evaluation in the English Language
Arts; DYilliam Charles R. Cooper, and Julie \ M.
Jensen, 1975, $5,50'10 NCTE members (No. 30992R).

0 Describes more than 100 unpublished insthiMents for research
and evaluatiOn in language development,-Atening, literature,
reading:, "standard English" as a second language or dialeCtr,',,,,
teacher competeriy, and writing. . I

NCTEmembers (ttlo;31093R). Shares a lifetime Oiexperien
Measuring Growth in English, Paul B--:',Diederich, 1974, $2.$0 t

-anti research in testidg.tOshow that teachert don't need wid
knowledge of statistics to measure students' earning; show
hoW to increase the reliability of essay grad6s, how to measu e
growth in writing ability, how.to reduce the.titne and anxie y
involved in/measurement, and how to use results to impro, e<
relations betWeen students and teachers.

t



SLATE ADDED TO.COSPONSOR ED
SPEAKER PROGRAM

The NCTE Executive Committee has .added members of the
SLATE steering committee to the list of cosponsored speakers
available to all NCTE affiliates during-the 1976-77 academic year.

Under the terms of the program, affiliates may request a
sp ker for an official affiliate meeting. The local affiliate,
co tributes whai it can to the speaker's travel expeifses, and
NCTE assumes responsibility for remaining expenses. Speakers
agree to serve withoutlonorariunt

Affiliates wishing to take advantage of this service send a
Sp'eaker Request Form to Nancy Prichard, at..NCTE:whosmakes
the rest of the arrangements.

"Unfortunately, the rank and file of test its rs do not appear to
be particodarly alarmed tliat so many, t sts arc either severely .

criticized or described as haying no yali ty Although Inost test
users would probably agref that many tests are either worthless
or misused, the contimic to her the litmust faith un their own
particular choice and rise of tests regardkss of the absence' of
supporting research OF even of the presence of negating 're-
search."-Oscar Buros. in the preface to the Sixth Mental
Measurements Yearbook

.
CUNY BOMMITTEE CRITICIZES C

COLLEGE BOARD'S NEW USAGE TEST
4

This.fall the College 'Bogd,decidtd to add a short objective test
of ("Standard Written English" to the SAT. Scores are not
incorporated hr the:SAT scores but are listed separately.

CAWS, an acronym for the CUNY Association of Writing
Supervisors, examined the test when it was presentedth trial form
by .ETS and administered it to sttidents,,al one of the CUNY
-branches. The committee found That the-4evel of the test was
inappropriate for CUNY freshmen, that the exam did not focus
on the kind 'of skill problems CUNY wished to detect, and that
the short - answer editing questions did not indicate students'

P

ability to generate sentences in their own writing. (College
Composition and Communication,'Oetober 1976, pp. 287-9.)

' -
"No-c27,Ve- should interiiret the current cvlitrovrsy over stand:
ardized tests as-an effort to abwition assessment. Rather, it is an
effort to develop assessment procedures that ak more in keeping
wit a new set of educational and sooty assumlyons that wee as a
soc ety are working on that the purpose of education is not to

1,

sor! peoplo but to educate them; that m a knowledge sum we
needed to expose as many people to education as possible, nu to
exclude them from it, that human beings are Inarvelo iv
Variegated in their, talents and abilities, and it is the Jujuy,:
education ti.9 nurture them wisely and earelidly, and, not least,
that e7ducation has an overriding responsibility to respect and
draw on cultural and racial diversity. Assessment of students must
begin to reflect that philosophy, and that is the mu' reason for
thecurrent call fur test reform mid an ent4 to IQ testing" -.Paul
L. Flouts, in Phi Delta Kappan, June 1976.

HOW SLATE SPENDS rrq MONEY

SLATE's income for fiscal year 1976 was S18,146.00-a S104500
appropriation from NCTE and inure than 58,000 in contributions
from 651 individuals and affiliates. During the same period,
SLATE expenses came to 511,614.65, the majority of that sum
going to headquarters services-production and distributtun of
Newsletters and Sta,rter Sheets, staff services, etc. The 5-member
Steering Committee met twice, once-in January and once in May,
and expenses for these meetings were also covered by SLATE
funds.

At its May meeting, SLATE authIorized two specipj expendi-
tures. The committee agreed to undepvnte Robeli Hogan's
expenses in testffying before the National Assessrpept of Educa-
tional Progress inVashington, 1).C., and appropriated $250 to
distribute .copies of Common Sense and Testing in English to
school b;ards, superintendents, legislators, or other concerned
groups.

C

SLATE Newsletter wdtbe published peliodieally by theltlational
Councilor Teachers of Enlai.h and is directed to NCTE members
who contribute S10 or more to support SLATE. Contributions
should be sent io_SLATE, NCTI: Headquarters, 1111 Kenyon
Rd., Urbana, IL 61`801. ee

I ,

SLATE need's your supporthave you' contribUted yet this year?

Name'

Address.

1 -

tuber Street
,

C

City St.ate,

Yes, I want to contribute. Enclosed is my donation of $10.00 ; $15.00 "; S20.00

Zip

; $25.06 qther-4
First contribution 'Contributed previously._ NCTE member nonmember0

Mke checks payable to NCTE /SLATE and mail t9 SLATE, NCTE Headquarters, I ill Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
All contributions are,taxdecluctible.

.

-'Suggestiniii for SLATE activities? Send thenftb-SLATE at NCTE.
5
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:MINIMAL COMPETENCIES
_

AND MEASURES OF COMPETENCE
4

The Issues

Over the past few years there has been an increasing
demand at local, state, and national levels fol the establish-
ment of a list of essential skills or `minimal competeilties'
which every child in-school should be expected to attain. The
reasons for this demand are many: among them the desire ,of
educational systems to have some sort of accountability
system, the dissatisfaction of many with the still lapge number
of citizens who appear_unable to read or write; the apparent,
decline in students' performance on standardizedtests, the
uneginess of many with an elective curriculum, and the
increasing la& of local support-for schools asre cted in t ?x
and, bond referenda. As a result certain ad mistrative units
have set forth requirements for verified competencies of

; secondary school students:states like Arizona, California,
'Oregon and communities like Gary (Indiana), Duval County
(Florida), Westside Schools (Omaha, Nebraska)* are but a
sample of the 'many states and distridts using minimal
competency tests. At the national level, tlie*National Associa-
tion\pf Secondary School Principals has endorsed the recom-
mendation of its, Task Force that there be urifform graduation
requirements verified by competency rneasurel`as well as by
units or crisdits.,

The implications of this movement are not entirely clear,
but certainly it raises a host of potential problems. These
include':

1. the possibility that scores on competency. tests will
determine promotion or noh-promotion and thus will
lead to a return to grade-repeating, a practice which
disappeared from American schools* after research
pointed to its ill-effects on students and on schools,

2. the possibility that there will emerge diplomas of
different 'classes'. dependent on the student's scores cna,
testAwithattendant danger of social stigmatism;

3. the possibility that statements of competence will lead
4We' circumscribing of the 'Curriculum to a point where it

will Merely preparing students for the test rather than,
edu ting theitibroadly; .

. 4. thtpossibility that statements of competen ce will lead to
didactic teaching as ,a shortcut to improving-student
performance,- when*searell: liat-lndicafed that such
-t, aching is nut as beneficial,as more ._varied approaches to
'efichin IJ

'5,;. the 'possibility that edgeational resources will be con-
cenTrated: upon those, strikritiWhojiace trouble attain'

the 'minimal" level -Of competence, and will be
diverted ,frOM tliegifted'aiid:the broad range OtStudents

wig; can attain the minimal level fairly easily but need to
go,beyond it;

6. the possibility that educators, and the public will be
satisfied with bringing students to a minimal level of
competency rather than to a level of mastery, that is
appropriate 'to their age, their view of themselves, and

their aspirations;

7. the possibility that statements of competence and
measures of competency will make schools less respon-
sive to the cultural and linguistic diversity of this
country.

r Obviously these implications bear social and political
I dimensions which an only be explored trough observation of

the long-term effects of cOmpetency piograms and tests.

Professional Viewpoints: NCTE/Research ,

There has been -a great deal of study of various aspects of
testing as well as of aspects of goal-setting, competency
definition, and behavioral objectives..

The research on testing is too extensive to be dealt with
justly in S,- brief space ; itS majcirareas ha've concerned
reliability (how effective a test is in measuring a phenomenon
accurately) and validity (how well a test measures a phenome-
nstn_or acts as a predictor of subse'quent behpior). Reliability
studies usually deal with whether a test is internally consistent,
whether it measures a student's performance the same way
when it is, given to the student again, or whether two versions
Of the same test produce the same scores when a particular
student takes them. Reliability research indicates that stind-.
ardizod tests are generally consistent in one of these ways, but
such research "does not indicate anything about the usefulness
of the,testS concerned. r

.

Validity studies seek to determine whether an objective test
in writing, , for example, is as good a measure ,of,, writing
performance as is the grading of a, set of papefrom a
particular student. Some validity studies use, experts to
examine the test and to Sly whether_the citiestions are dealing -
with appropriate material, or follewing- some established
tfteoryzsuch Studies determine the "content validity" or the
test. Exampleof sucji studies can be fotinCiri 0. Buros'
Mental Measurements Yearbook (N,.,1: Gryphop Press) and A.
Pgmungti,Repiew of Selected published Tests ,English
(tIrbana:'NCT,E$976). The other form orvaliclity-reseatchis. ,

called 1mpit-feel" or -"criterion" validity. It seeks .to -

mine_tvhether a test measures some ,attribute ,of,learning- that
can be observed, in practice. test reading intere,sts.ibiglit

validated' against tfie. library withdratvals of a -particular



Student, or a test of spelling against a couht of spelling errors
in a student's w ntingt Validity studies are much more difficult

,to constructs. than are reliability studies, very few get beyond
content validity to empirical validity. A majorteidity study
of the College Entrance Examination Board's Achievement
Test in English shoWed That the test was sttnewhat; valid but
that its validity couhl be increased,by the addition of a piece
of:writing that was giaded by trained readers (Goldschalk,
Sviin e ford, and Coffman, The Measurement of Writing Ability.
New York. CEEB, 1D),). Other empirical validity studies can
be found in whim articles in Research in the Teaching of
English, and in Fagan, Cooper, and Jensen. Measures for
Research and Eraltiatitm ryn Zile English Language Arts
(Urbana: NCTE and ERIC /RCS, 1975).

As far as can be determided, there have been no empirical
or criterion validity studies of competency tests.

Research in cOlimetency statements is generally meagre,
though they could validated against the opinion of experts
or against the kinds of tasks actually performed,l)y competent
citizens.% mathematics, such a validation might begin with a
look at the kinds of matheitiatics people employ in different-
work and family situations, and continue with an analysis of,
what .might be general levels of competence and what might be
more specialized levels (for a mechanic, say, or an engineer). In
English, a similar validation procedure could take place. What
kinds of writing do people actually do? Although competemig
statements have been attempted for the National Assessnient
of Educational Progress and hi the course of studies of 'napery
learning (J.H. Block, Mastery Learning [N.Y.. Holt, Rinehart,
and Vinst , 1971] ), they have come from experts' opinions
rather than from a careful scrutly, of What goes on in the
world: .
Strategies for'Action,

Teachers in those states or districts that are considering
legislation related to competency programs have a different
problem fforn those rn locations where legislation already
exists. In the first case, teachers and teachers' groups have an
opportunity to.lobby concealing the direction of legislation. A
useful source for potential lobbyists is the publication of the
American Library Associatioi{, Who Me, A Lobbytst.', available
frorh the ALA_Washirigton Office, 110 Mary land Avenue N.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20002. In the second case, teachers have to
work to make sure that the criteria of competence anethe
measures of competence meet their on professional stand-
ards. The following guidelines,.drafted by an NCTE ad hoc
Committee on Minimal Competency Telting, may provide a
useful starting point.

t

rs

GULDELINES. FOR.THE DEVEL OPMENT
OF COMPETENCY STATEMENTS AND MEASURES
OF COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH

Coninetemcy Statements Must Be Sufficiently. ComprelAshe
So as to Cover the Many Facets of English

/-' I. CiAlietency statements in,En-glish Inuit in'cludq the broad .
0- areas of readingwnting, oral langliage, and media literacy.

2. Competen4 statements in .English Must include a viriety
of contexts (e.g., statements should not bc limited to business

: .f
communication). . . . ,.

. ,. . . .
43. Competency statemenis should emphamie those aspects of i

-1

Enghsh which are -critical in effective communication, as
opposed to those which might be trivial or 18i'significant (e.g.;
clarity of expression in a letter ofapplication is more critical
than using the appropriate st,,i abbreviation inan address).

4. Competency statements in riglish must reflect the develop.
mental level of the students (e:g., eriteria.ar Making inferences
about reading must consider the potential ability .of students
at' a ,given age to make3nferences of a particular level of
abstraction).

Measures of Competence in English Must Be Many and Varied

1. Measures of student competence iii English must include
not only tasks dealing with analysis but tasks calling for
performance in oral an4, written language.

It)
2. Measures of student competence in English must include
tasks that are to bp_ evaluated for their overall effectiveness by
teachers or other professionals in English.

3. Measures of student competence in--,EnglisAt should in clude
language presented orally, in print..and tInotigh electronic
media...

4. Measures of sttident competence in English must inchide
tasks which are to be observed and evalucted by English
teacherson- a continuing basis (e.g., there ;bould be some
report on the students use of language in daily situations as
well as intspecific test situations).

5. Measures of student competence in English must include
provisions for superior performance (e.g., a measure of student
performance in writing must include the poisibility that a
student could be Judged an er.z.11ent writer so that incentives
to excellence can remain ire the curriculum and the testing
process).

.

O

Alan C:Purvc;,_
(For the SLATE Steering Committee)

The_$LATE STEERING COMMITTEE offers the Starter Sheets
as-resources for dealing with current issues affecting he teaching
of English. Reproduce theselhedts and use them Nnaue ways
that might help to promote Vetter understanding of the goal of
English teaching.'
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STANDARDIZED TESTING.:
HOW TO READ, THE RESULTS

tit

The Issue

Standardized teSts continue to loom very large in decision-
making processes affecting the world f English teaching. Serious
consequence's arise . from "inisreadin of standardized test
results' unwarranted inferences and col elusions about student
learning, teacher performance, and curt ulum chanty accrue
from misconceptions about the nature and t meaning of results
front standardized, multiple-choice tests. In order to counter
miNoses of such tests, English teachers need to become "vlOse
readers" ot standardized tests .and the manuals accompany Ing

. them.

ProttesSional Viewpoints and'Research

Several research studies have indicated that many profqsionals
(teachers,.counselor§, administrators, and education agency of-
ficials) tare relatively naive the !mutations and appropriate
uses of standardized test results David Goslin's survey of teachers
and counselors in 75 secondary. schools found most of the
ttdrichers to be relatively uninformed; similar findings emerged in a
,companion study of teachers in 800 elenvitary schools (Teachers

Testing N Y Russell Sage foundation, 1967). Examining
uses of Standardized test data by Michigan administrators and
education 'agencies, House, Rivers, and 5tufflebeam teportedt
number of questionable practices in the development and use of
standardized tests in the Michigan Accountability System. These
investigators found "serious errors" in the 'use of test results,
reflected in such plasticevas: (1) tying district funding to the
gain scores of low achievers., ._(2) using test scores as a major
criterion in' evaluating traelieY per'formance,and (3) interpreting
test scores as if they were literal indicators of what is taught and

learned in ' school House, Rivers, and Stufflebeanis expert
opiniOn about the effectiveness of stanadized tests as measures
of school learning is especially illuminating.

4

Test results are not good measures of what is 'tau ght in
school, strange as it may/seem. They are good indicators of

. socioeconomic clasFriid other variables..,flut,:unfess one
teaches the tests themselves, they -are not very sensitive to
school learmng. (Phi Delta Kappan 55.10 (19741.663-.69.)

'

'Wald P: Carver demonstrates in another study NvItr achi
ment teis are inappreprtatemeasUres. of school llA7-ning
appraisal of the,standardlied. tests used in the famous ear
Report- (the STET' Tests),' Carver 7eiplainl that e_ se testi,
-designed acco'iding,tb traditional test -majcing,p,rin,
ted those items-thatiall studentt got, correct du kgeveippRent
of` -tile' tests Eiieti_thOngh these items n art be very/ good'

e.7

-

measures of achievement, they would be very poor items for
producing variations in student performance. Hence, the "good"
achievement test that is built upon psychometric principles is not
set up to reveal what "everybody knows" about a subject; rather
it. is arranged to maximize Variation in performance in order to
produce student rankings. Carver concludes that achievement
tests so constrlicted actually emphasize aptitude 'instead of
.01h:4.1v/1e/it (Anterkait Lducationals, Research Journal 5.3
[19751, 77-86.)

A \growing national concern over..widespread misuses of
standdidizeil tests has led representatives of 46 major educational
organizations to organizea National Sy mposium on Testing under
the auspices of the North Dakota Study Group 09 Evaluation and"
the Natumial AssoLiation of Elementary 3chooltrincipals. This.
group, with which NCTE is affiliated, hopes to undertake a
massive national Study-of the construction, the content, the use,
and the effects of various standardized tests, if it can find funding
sources.

a

Strafegies for Action

Countering the excesses and abuses in the use of standardized ,

measures requires two steps. (1) self-instryction in the "basics" of
scientific. measurement, (2) public exposure of the- fallibility of
standardized tests and of the injuries their misuse may cause.

The person made uneasy by the language of mathematics and
confused by statistical reporting schemes can begin to make sense
of the matter by consulting N.CTE's brief booklet on Common
Settseetod Testing in.Enghsh. Here the complexities of stand-
ardi.,zed testing procedures are explained clearly in non-technical
W.ay s, limits and dangers of testing are identified, alternatives are
proposed, patterns for reporting test results to the public are
suggested.

The second strategy for actionuncovering tli;fallitlit-Y01---
standardized tests-will take up.the rest of this brief report.

Measurement in education is not an exact science; We must
never forget that statements about "adnevements_ltjczning
made in the lasguafe of.mathematks, like statement? rnade'in
everyday speeM, are _onry ,apabximately true within defined,
limits,. There is no such thing ,,a's error-free measurement
physical science- or in the human "sciences." Lancelot Hogben
points t Mailiongt cs for the Millions that correct measure;
nie s cannot be repr ented by a single number: true measure-

ent involves the s tement of twolimits,petWeen which. the
"real" value can be, expected This principle obviously has
implic4ions f9rseporting.test results.

`Errors -may enter into any !Vase, of the standardised, testing
enterprise. (1), in selecting -the sample, f language "behaylors to
be, ir.easured,._(2), in creating and keying, test iterns-(3) in

_..,adirtirtistering the test; (4) in scoring it by band of machinet,(5.).in
interpreting, test results, It is Aherefiire essential to .consider all
potential sourZes of error Ayften ,uSingany, particular standardized

0



test before klecKling whetherous restik are dependable. Once the 1 whir( and ilia Tests (New Noi-k. N N . Workshop Centel to!
"human" errors in making anti using standardized tests .ire Open Education, 1973) provides a sobering iecord tit w hat
detected. we still are left with "chance" Z.; rf ul is insatiably - happened when thud grade cluidten in PS 144. Manhattan. wive
.present iii statistically', treated data. .A statement. of the chance
factor. called the "standard error of measu remelt t should
accompany any report of *an individual test store. Ot hem iso.
serious misinterpretation of ,stores qour The mole le;
sponsible companies make deal in then manuals 110w :obtained-
score! will Ur!, through pule chance, butt s'ontstames this
inforination is inaccessible to teachers. being:buried in technical
manuals ip the test administrator's office

asked what particular questioleis twit to therm \m the 1970 and
W71 Metropolitan' /Vine% einem .Tesis The reasons for then
-wrong- answers actually make %el!, good sense. Aposing levels
of comprehension hidden by right, w rung tabulations

The final topic of 411is ICIArt deals with the mato issue in
wading the'resuits of ny staniardized test flow closely goes the
content of the les,' fits the program of instruttion! Any
standardized test (tf 85 to 150, items is only a'sampling of a

Educational Testing Service does present, in ieadilv Available . umverse of 4nstruction. So the question tit the adequacy tit the\manuals, non-technical explanations of the edoi.,tactui On then sample merit tole arises. that is. is this test a ieproentative sample
Scholastic Aptitude Test, for examplt a )tudent's "obtained- of the behavi rs it purpo ts to ineasine, in terms tit the emphases
score is 600. the odds are 2 to 3 !fiat his 01 he' "true,- score will iu instruction in a particular classroom or' school district'
fah between 570 and 630. In other w oids,if this >tudent weie tias,Constder. for evinple. the typical "Test tit Written 1.xplession,--
take this same test'agam, the chances ate 2.out of 3 that the scan- .0.' w here the only things measured are the things that happen inside
obtained would fall somewhere within this 60.point range There, . sentences Often 'pken by the public and snine inembeis ,in the
is still another error factor to "read- info a comparison of the 7 profession as a true test of composition, it may dwell on the
scores of two persons The "standard error of the difference.- on. improprieties of "lied. .- "who; whom," "couldn't hardly .- and
the SAT. indicates that a 7.2 point inTerence between two-
persons. scores on the math section or a'66 point difference
the verbal section is so statistically insignificant that "it cannot be
taken seriously In regard to error of measurement, House.
Rwers, and Stufflebeam make the point that even trii"Iighly
reliable" tests, individual gain scores "can and fluctuate wildly
for no apparent reason-by as much as a fulr,grade-equivalent
unit " The implication of this characteristic of standardized test
results is clear (4ms/our based on test results twist take tutu
account measurement error ,Scores onpanied by pima.
nient errqr data should be rejected.

:,-Let its now move one step hack to see What-lies behind the test
score what goes into a standardized test score? In a standardized
reading test, for example, various kinds of test items are bunched -

together under broad headings such as "vocabuttry or "com-
prehension '. The "raw- score (before it is transformed into grade
level eqthvalents or sonic other scale) is often the sum of the
correct answers, regardless of the level of thinking each item may
require. In 'accumulating the points that make up' a reading
comprehension score, all responses are counted as equal; whether
the item required a high level'generalization or merely an at of .

literal recall. The same score ...,an be achieved by countless
combinations of'right answers. Thus, a single, uninterpreted score
rqeals nothing of the strengths or weaknesses that produced the
(*prehension score. . 7.1.,..

Let us suppose that we,have a mini-comptenen? n test with
only 10 items. Two people each nvike#scores of 7 on the test, The
Score "7" could be achieved_ by_ any of 120 different yombina-.
/thins of answers (according, to a mathematician). Therqs never a
guarantee that identical scores arise from the same kequences of

other mechanical problems. The class that has concentrated, on
the real tasks of writing Iseleciing a subject, pursuing a specific
intention, addressing, a particular audience) may suffer a dis-
advantage in WO a narrow sampling of "written expression."
Richard Braddock (in Grommon. 1976) raises In interesting
questia about these "obiettive" tests Of writing when he asks,
"Mat is the difference between a test of reading abilqy and a
multiple-choice test of 'writing ability'?" A "gitod reading;' of the,
results of standardized tests in English requires one to determine
whether the labels on tests and the content of the items have any
significant baring on the_dom'ain they purport to measure.

A person can, of course,serform poorly on a standardized
teSt; But, sometimes, what appears to be poor performance
actually is an artifact of the test structure and content, or
misreading of the test results, We need to be able to distinguish
one condition from The other. W need then to become better
readers of test results and thus wi r consumers of commercially
prepared "one-right-answer- standa dined tests.

.
Leo Rut
(For the LATE Steering Committee)

Resources

Anicu 11 Pstydiolosiol Association. Statute s fur Educational& Psycho-
logical Tests Washington. D.( Arriealt.a Psyuliulugit.at Assuwation,
1974.

131tAl, N.J. and Crald Dv. orkin,11..17uts. 77: Controversy. Critical
Readings New York Parrdieon_Bouks(Rand in House), 1976.

Gumhion, Alfred H., Lditur. Reviews of Sete tectjallibhshed Tests in
"'EnglAli. Urbana, Illinois. NCTE, 1976.

.1.ilyn!4, licrity, Ltlit91. Au.ountability and th Teaching of English.
, performance or that they represent the same pools of knowledge. Urbiinal Illinois: NCTE, 1972.

Yet, identIcal scores on stagdardizet tests'are equated, and Purses, Alan, Editor. Conutum Sense and Testing in English. Urbana,
educational decisions are made u,pOn the basis, of this falsely likinoR, tICTE, 1975,

assumed eqUivalency.. People lardy see any need to ask the 'Puives,,Alan. i:valtioting..Gruwth in English," in 7.1 adising of Lnghsh,
.,.,ve

The Seventy sixth Yearbook of the National Sae: for the Study ofquestion, "Ii inch seven,questions did the person get correct. P 1 n' Part I, James Squire, Editor Chicago; iiiii rsity of Chicagoit is important'to reinember that test scores.arelunimations. -: Press, 19 .
''' t.

Once the summation is made, important differential information .-
, PsycholOgicalTesling of American Mrnori les: Issues and\(often the- really meaningful, individualizing information) is lost, Consequenees.w York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1 75.,

Eveh compitterized readouts of all right/wrbng responses do not
pluvide the truly significant differentiaLmformpon. Evcnwith
the item-by-item record' of right wrong, we still-do not
know' the "logic". of the error. A recent J'easu.Ps cart o
epitomizes the "lygic`. of the, wrung response, Orthe potential
riffsidatch between the intent of the questom-maker and the
per.i.eptiun,,of the answeitiver. In one panel we see Pepronint
Patty nit sing over the teacher'question,."What was-the author's
purpose in writing the story?" -In theext-panelioniet Patty's
reply;-"Maybe he needed the money." Deborah Meier'S.Readfng `

St4ter Sheets are offered as part of the Newsletter series,as
resources Tur dealing with current Issues affectingthe teat-lung of
ldighsli language artstkeprudu....- these sheets and use then) tu help
proitate better understanding of the goals of English teaching.

SLATE Newiletter is4:sent to individuals who %.unteibutel'5 or more
-to _support the activities 'of the SLATE Steering Committee. Send
your contribution to .NOTE /SLATE, 1111 Kenyon Rd.,, Urbana,
Illinois 61801.
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PHONICS:- MEANS OR MADN

Issues
a

.

Phonics can stir ong emotions.
Advocates of phonks method to teach reading often favor

trulitional g cation and a, return to discipline in the Lace of
so-called rogressivism and permissiveness. Most recently , a
phoni- method has been recommerideny educators support
ing e "back to the basics" m vement. In _prgtice, there is
indeed a phonics method, replete ith left-to-right "sounding
out" of letters and numerous
irregutariiies between sounds and let
rials advocatingsuch a phonics method
majority of beginning reading materials,
phonics (R. Aukerman, Approaches to be

`rules" to cover
newrs. Old and new mate-

ovvd the market, the
example, fely ern

fining Reading,
Wiley, 1971).

The other side of the issue is not quite up
reading specialists contend that nu phonics should be taught.

caution, however, against sole reliance on phonics at any
, stage of learning to read. The issue is between phonics as the

only method and phonics as one means among others. To
resolve the issue, we. must, ask. (1) What is known about the
writing system? (2) What is known abd'ut the learner's
interaction with pnnt? (3) What is known about the learner's
involvement-in achieving literacy? .

.

site. Few

.
Prufissional /Viewpoints

What is known about the writing system? Until recently,
many reading authorities viewed wsitten.English as an attempt

,,,, to represent sounds directly with letters. Since there ,is
evidence that such representatiOn is far from Perfect, some

-authorities have *argued that phonicsthe teaching of letter-
sound associationslacks utility..

-, Bloomfield and Barnhart's Let's Read (Detroit: Wayne
State University, Press, 1961) contended -that the match
between letters and sounds is more consistent. than had been

believed. The book brought forth a flood of- "linguistic"
materials in the 1960s, eMphasizitt the systematic alphabetic
nature, of the-writing system.

.
This position seemed to. be supported, by a computer study-

-done atjtanford. sequence of sounds and sets of
*rules-5'111e computer reptesented those so with letters,

. - . .
[-achieving.,a -fairly high percentage conga spellin. (P.
:Hatina-,et41 ;.Phoneme-Orapheine Coirespondences as Cues to
SPelling'iMprovenieni,..,

4Watihgton,
USOE; 1964, c.,On

the. other _hand.a sen93` of studies- showed that commonly,
-tatiglttAenerali2ations.about sound-letter,correspondences fick
litilityi,,The:-Englisliwriting-tystentisriof adequately described

itile-S-iticliii::"wheii,o'VOWel§ go-W*1SC the first one
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does the talking 'KG. and E. Spache, Reading in the
Elementary School, Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1977).

While researchers sought to improve such phonics rules,
linguist Noam Chomsky and his followers suggested that our
spelling system sometimes trades letter-sound consistency for
meaning-unit consistency For example, the past tense market
ed is pronounced in a number of ways (called, stated, paced),
but its meaning dues not vary. The unvarying spelling pattern
(ed) records the meaning rather than the sound variations.

You need not sit -back 'until the arguments about our
writing system are resolved. Examine well-developed materials
in practice today and you should find. (1) careful introduction
of letter patterns and their respective sound, patterns, (2)
cntical use of phonics rules with emphasis on those whose
utility has been verified, (3) the attempt to include meaning
units useful to the learner in his or her decoding strategy.

What is known about, the learner's interaction sinth print?
Studies comparing children learning to read Figlish with those
learning to read a native language possessing higher sound-
letter consistency than English have shown that beginning '
readers of English are ;lower in learning to decode. Their
comprehension, however, is equal to that of their counterparts
who speak other languages. At the intermediate stags of
learning to read, English-speaking children excel their counter-
parts in rate and comprehension. At Matifrity, the gro,ups do
not differ, in their reading (W, Gillooly, Reading Research
Quarterly 8,[1973] , 167-99); -

' 11 Hence the 'beginning reader of English appears to be slowed
wriiing-system-that-reflectmeanings as well as sounds.

Ali ng the way, though,the dual sYltbm seems to contribute to
the \ search for meaning through*rint.'Such a finding. em-
piaaSizes the need to consider long-range 'results of a 'reading
prog0m, not to base -judgment only on results at,the end off
gradeSone, two, qrthree! .

Beginning readers can -also be 'helped to attend to basic
spellin patterns. That is, they can be help d to discover that
certain letter combinations are-toil-1mm in ngJish.writing.

terms,rhe 4liscoverAs important. The best err experi-
ments- tb teach children to decode through spelling tterns,
sound:letter associations, or recognition of meaning its

'indica& that teaching must be idtluctive if the new infornia,
tion is Co "take.".the teacher can aid the discovery,-but the '`.
discovery itself must be thellearneA own (E. J. Gibson in H.
Singer and R.:Ruddell,,eds, Theoretical Models cod Proceseses-
of Reading, IRA-4916, pp. 186-216): .

:

,- --`,
..,4 .,
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Whal is known about The learner's involiement in achieving
)iferac' "Culture conflict" between learner and teacher may
leed to rejection of reading lf,teachers or materials insist on
phOnemic distinctiong'that do not exist fti the reader's dialect,
tliermplication is that the dialect is unacceptable. (For

example, r and e in pm and pen du not represent contrasting
vowel sounds in all dialects.) Rigid "correction" of dialect-
based miscues seems unwarranted in view of research findings
That tilde sound-based miscues often do not change meaning
or reduce comprehension (C. Burke and K. Goodman, Denier:-
tare English 47 [1970] , 1.2129). 1Rn-waning-units and context
Clues are balanced. with phopics tb reflect an acceptance of

thethe odds ale that the divergent-speaker will respond
positively to reading instruction.

The, child who is taught phonics to the exclusion of other
methods is likely to employ a phonics strategy at the expense
of other cue systems (R. Barr, Reading Research Quarterly 10
[1974 -75] . 555-82) Teachers' phonics methods beget learn-
ers' 'phunks strategies. By the same token, the teacher whose
method balances phonics with other decoding strategies equips-
the warner with a repertoire of strategies to help in'aLteving
literacy.

Examining the earner's involvement in achieving literacy ,1.
Johns and D. lis found that many American children
perceive reading s a "sounding-out" process related only to
school activities (Readirr World 16 [1976] , 115-27). Few
children view rea ing as a meaning-deriving process related to
daily life. Vie child who views reading as meaningless
"sounding-out" las little reason to want to read,..In contrast,
thechildwho eeivesreadingassileirt
means for disc very and delight, will seek opportunities to
read. To devel this perception of reading, the teach& needs
to draw exte 'Upon meaning-based techniques which
help place phonics and other skills in context as means to
reading for un erstanding, not as ends in themselves.-

..,

Strategies Jo Action
°

0 Evaluate aterials for inclusion of a variety of strategies to
be used in coding_ Present reasons to colleagues and parents
for the nee l to incorporate these strategies in materials and
methods.

Viewpoi is cited. above indicate as one author sug%
gest,ed, 'phonics -in proper perspective. (See Heilman
below,) Patterns of sound-letter relationships need to tip
taught .y helping the reader discover such relationships,
Using t ose generalizations and spelling patterns whose.
useful ess been demonstrated. In addition, the
consis ncy in spelling patterns at the meaning-unit level
of the writing snem justifies concurrent teaching of
still nits. Rather than asking how much phonics is
taught in, a reading program, .pne might better ask
whether 'recent informatidn about 'the writ* system
and the learner has been utilized in designing the
prog4111. ($ee Burmeister below.)

Longitudinal- research has been reglected in reading. In
- 'its-Bhsenbe; schools, must tare ievponsibility,for evalua-

program; for long-range effects.1)ne may ask
'whether g primary reading program produces.results at
the end of the primary years. moreMore important
huestion, however, is whether Nig program contribukes. ,

),

,

to a balance of decoding skills, comprehension, and
positive attitude toward reading at all levels, including
those bey cfnd the primary* grades. V

For help with divergentlects, adapt prontinciations and ,

emphasize r variety of language experiences..in conjunction
with phonics.

Phonics instruction must flexible 'particularly whin 'c

dialect differences are involved, if ft is not, the learner
may reject .reading tlireugh "culiure, conflict," the
impression that his or her dialect is4ro.)?g. It follows
that reading teachers mast be informed mit dialect*
variations, in order to modify the pho ice program
appropriately. (See 2ifitz below.)

.
Read and di§ces research -that indicates that reading is

much more than sequential `"letter- sounding.. Kulers
below.) Disouss definitions of reading, witlOtudents, Lot-
leagues, and parents. Elicit students' aid iri formulating
purposes for reading and encourage students to devise reading
activities in keeping with the goals of the reading rogra.m

There is little logic in the argument, plat , a "code
empties program precludes meaning. 'There s logic in
the pc Ise that beginning readers, like all rea ers, need
to know why readns is important and wha is to be
gained from it. Without this understanding, , decodihg
progras replete with phonics will still fall shit or the

Is-of-literaey.

Sam Leaton Sebesta
Mary Ellen ['trimmer
(For the SLATE Steering committee)
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COMPETENCY TESTING
AND BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL STUDENTS

The Issues

Bilingual / bicultural populations are usually both minority
. populations and eonomik,ally disadvantaged populations. In the

United States, there has been4 long history of assimilation of
minorities, probably as an outgrowth of the "melting pot-
metaphor. Only In relatively recent times has the educational
system Land indeed the population in general) begun to recognize
the essential values of cultural diversity.

The history of'aimilation practices is well documented with
respect to such populations as Native' ,Akpericans, various
Spanish-speaking groups, Blacks, and so-called "French-Creole-
populations. Unfortunately, it is less well-documented for signifi-.
cgrit numbers of other populationsTrom South America, Europe,
Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. Any.er allof these populations
may be piesent in g large metropinis.,like New York or, Los
Angeles, but they are also present in Many smeller cities m all
parts of the United States.

-

As bilingual/bicultural legislation (and resultant educational
policy) has evolved, it. has applied generally to the largest and
most" visible populations. In part this is a function of the:fact ,

that, traditionally, these populations have tended to cluster -.

geographically, however, in more recent times, improved trans-
portation facilities and changing patterns of migration have begun
to alter the population distribution.

Only since the Supreme Court handed down its decision in the
Lau Case ha's there been a sign ificant.national effort to provide
bilingual/bicultural education for all populations entitled to sack
education. In, his; majority opinion, justice William 0. Douglas
wrote:

Where inabby,' to speak and: understand the English
language excludes national `erigin-minority group children '
from effective participation' if the educational program
offered by aschoordistrict, the district must take steps to
rectify the !language deficiency in order to operi its
instructional program to these students. [The Linguistic
Reporter ill (Marth'1974), pp. 6-n

.Now, --under' provislops of theoo-dalled "Lau Guidelines"-
th _Department. of Health, Education, and .Welfare,

bilingual/bic Rural programs- a'repandated-tinder the.-piovisions
of the 1964 Civii:Riglits Act; as amended. '(The

briginal, idelmes,pre reprinted in T.fic Linguistic Reporter 18
106044151';*-14:, 577.);

Professional reWPoiniS -

pcspite .j) o pular -c nceptions ot: bilingual /bicultural .prOgrars.
"based- orfplelargest .and mestitsible, populations, there are lri fact
SeVeral.4ifte,differ-eriti`lioupsiiivtilyelL One grOtipi consists

individuals who tre legal residents of the United States, while
another group 'consists of individuals who reside in the United
States on a temporary basis (diplbmats, foreign students, United
Nations employees, and their children). Although members of
these groups share common difficulties, in the use of the English
language and would benefit from similar programs', only legal'
residents are entitled to participatc,in federally 'funded programs:.
As a result, some school and:community college districts have had
to establish parallel programs which compete for limited instruc-

Itional resources.
There is, potentially,, a third bilingual/bicultural population

consisting of speakers of Black English at that point where it
differs most from Standard English. While -this pbpufation is in
many ways quite different frOm the other two gl-oups, teaching
strategiesdeveloped for other bilingual/bicultbral groups v, ould
still be useful. _This group; how6er, is also excluded from
participation in programs funded fof the other populations.

NCTE has spoken to the issues in its 1974 resolution on thg
students' right to speak and learn their own languages and in the
subsequent publication Student's' Right to Their Own Language,
as well as in its endorsement of a position paper developed by the
Interassociational Group pn the Social and political Concerns of
Minority Groups. (The position Paper is available from SLATE,'"
1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, IL, 61801.) Of all
peoples" recognized in this position paper inch*

- -the right to maintain their own patterns and varieties of
cultUre;lieguage, and dialect;nd ' . (

-the right to expect public educational institutions to

estypent -of Health, Education, and Welfare has

(recognize t e validity of cultural and linguistic diversity. ,

While the par
developed certairveriteria for bilingual/bicultural programs; there
is stiff confusion about (1) testing for English (qr otheV) language
competence and (2) testing for, subject qompetence through the
English language. . -

A ,variety, of tests have been developed to test language
competence.The best "known of these is the ETS Test of
as a Foreign Language (TOEFL), but even it suffers from site

-Probleinse--

Liersciet easily kvailabl ;wept overteas
itposts money
Its security?. hasheen breached
--it Apes not requite active language production
it cannot predictl.ate of learning/

lik

%.4

SLATE Starter- Sheets are offered as part' t the Newsletter series'ar
iesonries for rAdaling with:current 'Issues affecting the teaching of_
English language arts. Reproduce ikese sheet and Use theft to he*
prspnete:betterundeistanding of the goals of 'English teaching,,-
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Despite its probler0Zitis the most Valid and- ieHable (in the
tedinial sense) test available: Oth'er available tests include the.
Michigan Mkt,' the American Language Institute- Ge atown.
Vriversitis Test (ALItU),,theVELFTestSMcGraw-Hill); the Ilyin
Oral YflitervieW Test (Newbury House), and 'a Qu'mtrt of older
tests. (See 0. ,Buros. .'dental Measurements Yearbook. New
Jersey: Gryphon'Press, various years, and SLATE 2:21December
1976] ) Basically, these are 'all designed for" easy scoring and,
except for thet; Ilyin test, require nqs,active production of
connected language, either oral or writteh. Each of the tests was-
originally designed. for a particUlar educatitnal level *(for example,
the Ilyin test was intended for uie in 'adult. educatiori, the CELT
for use in high but because of the- lack of good
alternatives, all of them are,,or.ten usekind,iscriminately for a
variety of. leNts! This is an unfortunate practicealmost. as

;;Iinfortunate as the practiceof 'testing bilingtralibicultural students'
with tests designed for netive:-speakers a standard English,.

The discussion so. far has focused on measure's of language
proficiency. Similar problems relate to competency measurement
in specific subject argaIShice subject-field tests do not generally
exist in a ,variety ou,k languages, standardized tests written in
English 'are used instead. This not. only ignore's important
linguistic.differences.but also ignores the problems resulting from
'contrasting iiitructional emphases (e.g., the mechaniciand jargon
of arithmetic am not universal, and the -donceptsunderlying
history and political science ["Civics"] vary dramatically).
%Attempts to use standardized tests discriminate against linguis-
tically diketent populations in4evgal ways: _

"r
students may not understand the question itself, because of.

difficulty with tife grammar or the meanings of words;
= students may not understand .the presuppositions of the

question, because 4 cultural differences., in outlook or
experience;

studentsmay not 'understand theorocesses implicit in the
,.' question, because of differences. in the wayin witch the

subject field has been approachedv. conceptualized:

-o

'Strategies fop Action -

0 Find out how the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare "Lau Guidelines" apply to your state and your school
district.-

.

?'

e *
Examine the and,cultural diversity, in y obi school

,and cnie Lau Gitigelines require grperiudie census'
of, non-Engliih-speaking and: limited-English-speaking stu-,, .;lent - ,

0:Ao ...m-y,our state for ssuranos of adequate criteria for the
ttainingand certific,atjtri,of teaJiers in bilingfilibicultueal and
.English-as-aSecond-Language programs'..

D Fork toward the adoptit, of reasonable measurement instru-
ments. (The issue of comPtenc,y testing iS-meationed but not
resolved in the Lau Guidelines.) *.

Robert B. Kaplan
(For.the SLATE Steering Committee,
with the cooperation of the Interassociational Group
on the Social and Pdlitical Concerns

,...Q1 Minority Groups)
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THE NATIONAL ASSESSMENT
OF EpUCATIONALPROGRESS.

The Issues
t

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is
federally funded through the National Center for Education
Statistics and is admnustered,through-the Education Commission
of the States (ECS), which in turn is' a compact of the several
states to deal with common educational concerns. The assessment
is essentially a representative census of the educational achie've-
ont of Americans aged 9, 13, and 17. In the first cycle of the
assessment young adults (26-36 year old) were included, but
practical problems have led to the elimination of this. group.'
Assessments are made periodically in ten areas, three of which
comprise the Language Arts CurriculumReading, Literature, and _

The aims of NAEP are to -provide a-reliable and comprehensive
profile of students' knowledge,and abilities and to record changes
in knowledge and ability as reported in -the different test .cycles.
These are research activities, and NAEP is explicitly_ prohibited
from collecting data in a way that would allow individuals or even
school districts to he identified. Re-sults are reported by region,
sex, color, educational background of ,the parents, and type of
community. Individual states have used NAEP materials (which
are in the, Rublic domain) for testing programs which can be used
to judge districts or individuals, but the NAEP procedures are
designed to provide information about groups of students, not
individuals. Usually the term "assessment" is used _instead of
"testing" to emphasize the general scope of the information to be
gathered. °

In developing assessments NAEP tries to be sensitive to the
concerns_ of. the lay, public and of teachers in the subject matter
areas aS Well, -as-. to,'the-Aechnical -reqiiirenients educatiOnal
statisticians -and eketCiSellesigheri. Test objectives are developed'
in consultation with .lay groups,.,-:reviewed by teachers, and
ultimately ariproVed,-ibY, lay: directors bf
'Merely-.pro re'pOrti on Writing-mechanics, for
example, are in part ,A response 'to requests from the- laypublic.
.Objectives change as, additional- are forthcoming; The se fond,
cycle of testing in writing; for example; 'placed --additional
emphasis oritheability of individuals to forMulate feelings as well
as bnsinesa,, so 'cal, and academic transactions,, and-objectives-
testcdirt,the.,asseisinentiltreading,,anitlitemtumliqpalso been,.

,--,*ce5,theibleCtiyesireapproVeil,:the,ConsttnetiOn',Of exercises:
is.contra:cjeCtO:02000-4§ gp4103.tiA*gjiqT.ciso,..
ire = field' i sted and analyzed; reviiekis'ilecessaty, and- reforest:,

'When their,' ate 'ready; 'exercise packet's:are administered under
eentra4t-ht another external agency; which also constructs' the
tot:pmpip.:1*rOP,11011801Ors are sc900,11Y.YeA another group,

"T n and Elie reltults are Compilect'for ihtCrpeetetrort by specialists. in
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the subject matter areal. "--

Although NAEP and its consultants determine th e research
questions te.be asked and the' format of the answers obtained,
strictly speaking NAEP does not interpret the results: That is a
major issue. On one hand the Government does not wish to seem
to be establishing a national watchdog, on 'she other hand,'
defining the probleins to be studied and the means of studying
them also deteninnes 'much of what will be reyealed. Choosing the
system of stylistic deicription, for example, may determine the
apparent sophistication of the language user by calling attention
to one kind of language feature and ignoring another. Stirs, NAEP
has tried to bring in people from the Iiisciptitie to examine the
results and report judgments under their own names. -

Tabulated results and, sometimes, professional opinions are ,
relea'sed ih NAEP technical reports. The data lie partial.
Approximately half of the- material is withheld in 'order to
proVide papers for exact comparison with materials produced in
the next cycle. The great expense involved in scoring and
reporting,complex data is' another reason that much raw material
is held for later review, NAEP hopes that put§ide researchm With
outside funds will be willing to make additional studies.

The limited and tentative nature of the repoks is often'belied.
by newspaper ,reports. NAEP is Jegally bound to release materials
without- its own coninentary, and depends for funds upon the
public sense that the activity is worthwhile.. Popular accounts
tend to drop mit the qualifications andhesitations of researchers;
what the. public hears is more definite than the results *ally
deseri7e." Carefu research may be significant without heir-1g
ereCtrifying. Still, nninterpreted data encourages some people to

. ' try to be electrifying, and the lay public is generally not able to,:
read through the yiewing-with-alarm in order to, find the
underlying fact. c? - =

, o ,
. 7

-5 ;7 I,: 7.
' -

rtOfeSSiPii4-VieWp91'45

The- reading aiseshinent was -administered in.1970 q110 reveal.'
!he-W.- well students' -(1)- comfireheaded'whal they read;, (2)
analsftiti- what 'they: read', -(r utilized
-reasoned loiically--frOm what ?they read, and-(4)mddejUdgnients_
frorri what they -read. irictly Onlythefirit-aini-deals:witkieading,
as such;, others. -deal. with the use, of= materials-gathered 'in_
reA6n and tfuiS.proyide- tnterentraf eiidenCe- about compre-'

-.,:-1/4-'''''''--- ..t:' .-- -;.1,,,- .. =-'-' , -- ,- ..--n.--- -,-, - -, -_ , -.,-,.,..,..
.,,.,

StA.',Eg8tai3rer Sheetsare offered,,ef:pait-Of the-Newsletterrseriefas:,
-rep urees for- dealing-with curryntissues affecting lk teaching of
;English.language_arts.ReprOduce4hese,sheets and use thein,to help ,
,promotc,otter understanding of tifegoals of kngtrt.sit teaching.
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The result's of the first cycle of the reading assessment have,
been puglitedingreat detail but should be read witfi caution. At
best they Provide baseline data, in no category du we know what
someone' ought ,to be able to do. The second _assessment. in
reading was administered in 1974-75, and results are just
beginning.to become available. Comparisons between the first and
second cycles have been made in the Orval areas of literal
comprehension, inferential comprehension, and reference skills.
The most encouraging finding is that gine-) ear-olds during the
second` assessment read significantly better than did nine-year-
olds four years earlier. The improvement was noted in all reading
skills, but was greatest for reference skills. Black nine-yearolds
showed the most dramatic improvement: a finding which a panels
of reading spkialists convened by- NAEP attribute.S to inter-
vention programs that have been implemented it the primary
level sive the first assessment.

For the other two age groups tested, results were less
consistent. -Both groups showed, slight improvement in literal
cbinpithension and' a slight decrease in inferential compre-
hension. Students at all ages -had tittle difficulty comprehending
straightforward, literal material but their comprehension dropped
off quickly as.the readingoisks became more difficult.

Preparations for the third cy cle of the reading assessment are
already underway, although some delays have resulted from a
plan to combine the assessments in reading and literature. The
results should provide further information about trends in reading
skills, although the reading assessment has been complicated by
conflicting theories about the nature of the reading process,
which in turn leads to conflicting views, Shout the most
productive techniques of assessment..

'.

_Literature
,

_ The literature assessment, also administered in 1970-71, was
designed by the Educational Testing Service to reveal whether
students (1) read literature of.exv,ellence, (2) became engaged in,
discovered meanings in,-and evaluated works of literature, and (3)
developed a vatinuing interest a articipation in literature and
literary experience.

- The remits of the assessment were reported in four convenient
but not exclusive categunes;each represented in a .separate
technical-report. Thes; are..(1) gunderstanding imaginative litera-
ture (for example; sensitivity to mood and tone or krietaphor),(2),
responding to literature, (3) recognizing literary works and

.Characters, and (4) reading habits. .4+:*k
The pbjectives of the, second cycle were drastically rec ast to

put more emphasis upon literary language-the ability to use it
and respohd tck it -as opptised to knowledge about literature.

...-
These new standards are far more detailed and probe into areas
which seem to be difficult to assess even though they may be
closer to what are, generally: cited as reasons for studying
literature. They could be a good framework for a course in
literary criticism,.

The new literature objectives like theneW objective's' (or, ,the
assessment in,reading suggest a greater concern for_mental process.
and thus the two ,assessments seem to be naturally comple-
mentary in sways -not ninth. stressed in' the first cycle. Some
convtntional.ponCepts of insfruction in readirfg fall short of any
concern 'with literary Jangune despite iq.pervasiveness even in
ordinary social-relationships and some vie.w.S ofliterature are so
concerned with literary works.,,that they ignore the problems of

,proceising Ianguage., The combined tests have -notti yet been
developed, but the dang9r la the combination js that . the
difficulty a, evaluating skills in processing_ iterary, language may
,tempt the assessorloavoid it .and. thus seem to, saythat literature
is tinixiiportant.

The results of the first cycle of the literature assessmen t are
necessary to establish a baseline for unipar 'suns with later cycles
and thus must no be over-read, but often the specific infutpa-
non gathered, in the assessment ion be readily examined in term&
of the classroom. A.list of titles and characteq recognized at
different age levels implicitly describes what t to schools are
teaching and- suggests other works which might be included, A
survey' of attitudes can be directly interpreted. Observations
about skills in reading literature are less satisfactory, partly
because the tests are less adequate and partly because of the lack
of an external benchmark to use in interpreting the dita.

Writing
*

The most provocative assessment is the of writing. Two cycles
have been completed=1969 and 1,974-and the third is well along

preparation. Not only were thubjectives refined filter the first
cycle, but methods of assessment more in accord with the
function OP NAEP were developed to response to objetions -that
existing methods of scoring pap&i merely showed that.; some
papers. were better than others. And, of course, the papers
themselves are very important data which tin be re-examined as
new methods are developed.

The aims of the first assessment were to communicate
adequately in' suaat, businessz and' acadeinic, situations and to
appreciate the value of writing. Some of the exercises required
little more than simple reportage or opinion,but the most useful
tasks required substantial writing. The Objectivs_of the second
and third assessment include an emphasis upon writing to express
personal feelings and ideas, so the new assessment is probably,
more closely representative of skills of Composition as they affect ,

mosj people in their daily lives.
The results of the writinglassessments have been reported in

,several ways. Perhaps the most useful is Report 10 in ,thefirst
cACle, for it.cohiains a computer primtout of all of the responses
to ohe exercisesat each age level. This is raw data, but it allows
the reader to experience what the respondents have created, are
thus make more effective judgments about papers written for the
classfoom., Since, much of the public Comment about NAEP
scores comes from people who have never actually seen a large
number of,responses, resultant battles often seem riot tarefel to
any ,substantial reality. This report can be a useful corrective.its
existence can make one wish that more exercises could be called
off tape, for the computer provides the possibility of many kinds
of detailed analyses, '

The reports on the general quality of. the writing are
tantalizing, but frustrating. The general report on the first cycle is
based on holistic scoring of essays and fairly mechanical reports
on the value assigned to writing and,,, on skill in supplying.,
information suitable to occasions. Results on supplyintinforma

, .
Lion are tainted by .the degree /o which respondents may simply
not have felt the imperatives of real need,_For example, a person,
who 'would- have supplied -a,return addtess for a real letter may
not 'have bothered,',in an exercise,. to give ficiilinus ,names and
addresses,. The holistic scores .merely rank pipers, and the
examples. of papers of different quality. suggest more than they
actually Show. , - . .

, Thessecond,,cycle repOrt on expressive wnting i§ much inure.
informative because It contains detailed accounts _of what, the,
scores represent, andli deals- with, a- limited set ,of writing ,

situations. Those, wtior-want* to disdgree with the - report or
reinterpret it have more specific observations to work with.. The
-frustration lies in knowing that the focusis achieved by, putting
aside law amounts, of material for)ater study.,As
report _makes, an excellent complement to Report 10 in Cycle
U-the anfliology of responses -for Pike a. piece of literary;

41
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criticism) it helps the reader examine the material, but the results
are not readily captured by a statistician.

The other kind of report on writing deals with writing
mechanics: This subject is especially important to the lay public,
and generally the material can be quantified. Still, many readers

'will differ about the actual definitions of "errors", and modern
linguists i)robably will want to use different systems of descrip-
tion to report problems. Nonetheless, one is probably justified in,
saying that the comparisons shoW lit e change in the ability tokvc

handle manuscript problems. Error le
l

Is seem to be constant
among the age groups and over' the five year period even though
the particular errors change°, this suggests that most people
develop a sense of error tolerance which prods them to seek
alternative forms of-expression when the' number of errors
becomes large enough to seem. improper.

In conjunction with the study of mechanics softie loss in the
conventithial markers of coherence was observed-tfansitions;
topic- sentences, and the like. This was not a problem for the'be'st
writers in.-lhe 17-year-old group-the ones apparently bound for
college. Thirteen yelt olds showed the greatest loss in this respect
between the two assessments,The nine-year-olds seemed better in
all aspects or writing-skill, as judged on an: exercise which is
basically,expressive, 1

Speculations about the causes, of the changes are inconclusive,
although probably one should observe that skills of language
usage are developed outside the school a4Achas in. For some -
subjects, almost all of the. student"' kno 44edge is oliained in
school and results can be related to.changes in the schools. For

° writing, one prqbably should look more to the society in general.
Poisibly recent changes in social conditions are -also reflected in
the social aspirations of young people-especially those in the
middle range of competency -and this the desire to produce
writing for an anonymous test may be attentuated Fof nine-
year-olds. the task may have seemed like fun and television may
have enlarged. the ,experiential base from which writing is
generated. It is also possible that the larger. place of the electronic
media in the lives of the young may be subtly Changing their
sense of what is coherent, leading them from the abstract
categorical API hierarchical patterns of our print oriented
tradition to the more visual and associative pattern of stOp-action)
films.

-

Strategies for Action

NAEP', is essentially a research organization in a political
-atmosphere. Responsiveness to 97,--SOCiety is a-virtue solong,as it ,
is protected froni demagoguer-me are so fearful of the
demagoguei,that_they want to resist discovery, which might

.;-support- a change in ,present practice Others are-eagei; to -take
tentative studies as definitive. Our challenge is to find-abalance,
and that-May require that we Jrnowenoughabout the work gbing
on that We, can add bomplicationg to the dernagOgue's, simple

.4ssertions..
is-deverqping a: bank --of raw-material-which has-been"

iiazdiy:examiried. Some materials :=need b,.put into a form
whiaft 'available, 'to, .researchers,-at a.distance:
SOCifiCallY;-'inanytoidri actual
,otheta7.-Would be: ;14eying-.JndrglAjiveliient-,*eSs:46-,

Obialried-by,:"those who :(fie*Ork.
thrnighAie:lotal:,;NAEfr'ibxy: u ,eA's017:1c,
ojiike.#9m,1011-4114--Assovoowtoy.440*oe.,i4ctot,,

4-#0'A,(0044-0.400k,piii**4-;'.41cd's,,
6.00 oietwithres4rchgrkas;fr6MOth4;SOAC4'Mi'

isCtisSINAY::NAEP,Istiiou,-**(4 E,P;Fclat*,
,

-

Resources . : 4
Anyone just beginning to study jNAEP- should use John C.

Mellon's report on the first assessment, National Assessment and
the Teaching of English, published by NCTE in 1975. NAEP
reports are obtained from, the Superintendent of Documents in
WaThington, D.C.. 20402, and current lists of publications may be
obtanied from NAV, 1660 Lincoln Avenue, Denver, Colorado
80203: .

Richard Lloyd -J ones,
with bibliographic help from
Fred C. White
(For the NCTE/SLATE Steering Committee
on Social and Political Concerns)'-

O
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THE MINIMUM COMPETENCYMOVEMENT: .

STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSE

What Skills Are Tested? ,
4, .

4 Minimum competency testing rs nationwide. The April 1977
Update froth the Education Commission of the Siates listed eight
states with enacted legislation, nine state boards with adopted
rulings, and thirteen other states with legislation pending. Because
testing is often the tail that wags the dog of course content,
English teachers need a strategy to insurothat the worst effects of
minimum competency. testing are avoided.

But first what are some of the Issues? A critical= concern is
what should or should not be Mandated as the subject areas to be
teste-1-Reading, writing, and mathematics are mandated by
Arizona, California, ,Nebraska, Ohio, Oregon, Virginia, And
Washington (Virginia and Washington substitute communication
and language arts for witting skills). Minimum wnting skills are
not mandated by New Jersey, New York. (though it uses the
labp1), Mar'y land, or Texas. Fluncia and New Mexico refer' only to
basic skills, not mandating any specific area. Massachusetts does
not mention reading or writing specifically, but it does cal l. for
skills id communications and five othei -areas-computatiOn,
career knowledge, social responsibility , environment, and culture.

One issue is whether a subject area will receive adequate
institutional support if it is not a mandated-area of competency.

York, Maryland, and Texas becaus do'not list writing as an

For eiampie,,411 writing Nevi
riJersey,

New

area requiring minimum competency? Given the fact that one of
the purposes o,f. the minimum, competency movement is to
redefine the goali of the schools and cut the frills; the answer
could by "yes." Many critics of the schools believe tat over the
last two decades the schools have assumed too many responsi-
bilities- everything from solving drug abuse among teenagers to
teachirig everyone to drive' and that schools must now invest all
of their resources in only naceSsary, educationaiprograms., .

_Too Much Testing?

. ..On the cither,and, if states mandate too many areas of
'minimum competency., testing time may 'seriously, interfere with
instruCtion,_-For exAenple; in Massachitsetts, with six areas, the
0.14;14:and teachers could find themselves spending twelve 'days
per year on pmmete.ncy 'testing)nd_tecord keeping/Ad even
ippret4tingdays'ile.possible-infGeorgia, where theState,toard
IS.,c01Sidering:rnaPating Minimum proficienck.st and ard s ftir five-
1.ife'ri)16S4::4tddentl.Cleirrier individual citizen -Consu-mer arid:.

prOducer. As the 'list grows, the amount,tirtitvc IRincd1)Y
testin ff--Pinereases.

What

e for*, of tests of minimum competency are a, central,
Onecitt".- How an area is measured and assessed ni'dY seripusly,

, ...

-Support for Learning andTeachingof,English

influence how an area is taught, For example, if tests of writing
competence contain only multiple choice items on grammar, then
writing classes may not pit great emphasis on actual witting
assignments. Agenis responsible for developing tests of mini:
mum competency in writing need to be familiar with the work of
Paul Diederich (Measuring' Growth in English, NOTE, 1974) aild.
others. The Steering Committee of SLATE has responde'd tO-this
problem by preparing *proposal to design a writing assessment
package which uses holistic scoring and meets the needs of policy-
makers. .

The debate 'over the form of minimum competency tests has .

centered largely on norm versus criterion references., Criterion-
referenced tests appear to be on the ascendhcy ,in competency
testing in Florida; Georgia, Alaska, Michigan, Ohio,-Maryland, .

and California. States adopting a test for students who wish to
test out of school early almost always use criterion Teferences,
usually matters identified as functional or survival kills. As far as
the content goes, items on the criterion-referenced tests seem to
be neither better nor worse than those on normed tests. The issue
is whether the items on the test constitute an adequate -

illustration of what all students at a given grade level should be
able to do. .

What might be explored in the testing sections of minimum.
competency legislation are alternative forms of assessments For
example, suppose students .graduated from (or entered) high, . .

ichOol after successfully.p,assing not a test but an interview with a
screening. committee, This committee.- basing its decision on
some test data, letters of recommendation, transcripts of course
work, a portfolio of samples of the student's work during ;the
previous three or four years, and ,responses td inquiries at the
interview-could add to the assessment some personal knowledge
of the student beyond the numbers and letters_ on,competency
records. Then some dimension of _the student's individual growth
and development would become past of the criteria for meeting
competency requirements.

The question is whether the--state or *the prof ikon belieyes
that such a,Prmdure is rtialie time and Money required tor,-
implement it/The ,total cost ford graduation and -,eittly exit
screening would not be small;: The National. Center for Meat*
Statistics rei)orts that twenty -two states have 'adopted tests- for
high school' graduation, and twenty have adopted tests :for early

from,higlt school Oeanette Goor:Statewide Development hr,,
Performance fixed Education,7FteportNo, 1, National-Centertor4`
Education Statistics, 070).

Ha w to Inftuence'competencyitegislation

English teacheri'ideas ab'out:What and hoCto test can become. -
ast:of minimum, competency legislation .through -a" strategy of

influencing -(41 the, advisorycotnmiitees ut the state -and 1601.
level and (2) elettedArticials,

Advisory committees. Most state_ legislation mandating a major



r
change in 'education is preceded by a task force or advisory
committee to study the issues and make recommendations.

. Alabama, New Mexico, New Jersey,_ Connecticut, 'Maine, Mas-
. sa'chusetts, Michigan, and Nevada all have either state task forces

or advisory committees to develop a plan for minimum com-
-petency testing or requirements for graduation. Because the

recommendation-S-11am these...committees will shape the major
° legislation on minimum competency ,-the state English councilit

each area should seek to have one of its members appointed to
the'advisory committee.

'To 'secure an appointment,,the state council can write to the
agency or ,official making the appointments and request .the
appl.intment of a member,of the, Eitiglish council. If the English
council has some influenceWitth an elected state official, ask that
official to request .the appointment. In either case, the SLATE
liaison can initiate the action by asking the president of the state
English council to write a letter of request.

The state advisory-committees often need representation from
English teachers,in order to legitimize what.the state is doing.
Sonietimes the, spte English council can use this need as a
trade-off for s*ething the profession wants. Such a trade-off
happened' in California when a group of English teachers
threatened to resign from a state advisory committee pn testing in
thelanguage arts unless the state guaranteed that if would collect
'samples of student writing as part of its state assessment. As a
result, since '1975 California has annually collected-5;000 samples

student writing and funded an holistic sconng of these papers.
In exchange the Lnglisliteachers agreedto,have their names listed
as advisors on the machine-scored tests in reading and language.

English teachers in California and ,Oregon should also be
involved in the local advisory committed which have the
responsibility for recblinInding mininum.competency standards

_ and graduation reqllirementslin these Atutes. English councils
should urge representation ,not only from English teachers. but
also from other groups in the co unity. If English teachers
alone determine tests or standards which deny graduation or
dipldmas to some students, those students. and their parents may
verywell believe that a single professional class has (lethal them
Jobs and entry to the mainstream of\ecoikomic`. life: The

_ responsibility for the tests and standards must be kenerally shared
-. by the community, not just by English teachers: 4.

'Elected officials. State English councils may wish to change
existing or pending 'legislation. Pending legisIatpri is probably the
most productive focus because, legislators usually want to got

-new laws a chance to work, for one or two ye,ars 'before they
change them..Pending legislation, on the other' hand, is often --
tdmoriciyv:.7.s law. Moat major preces,,,of 'legislation in eduCatidnr,

'began which died:in -Oriminittee; never' going to a floor
vote: Such'bilis should be: watched, carefully, .because a, large

'-uurriber are liter revived.
An interesting example of abill, which died in committee but 4

wlliek`has much potential for mischief is North Dakota's youse
bill,I.4291 This bill called for Aate testhig,tnoe8ure

''competency standards fit communication skills, which were to
readinePhanics, 4:y1101014ml ,graMinar; and Spelling'

Snchiegq4iiiiiobyjilusiy encourages separate units, perh'aps even
rsepaialeatises, Ittfreailihg, phonicS, and sillablcatiOn , and Many ,

teachers, knowing that- the state will test for phonics and
iyAlitriCation-, ends in them_selife:3, would feel obliged to. give

Matters major Attention even -in classes where all the 4.,

Stildents" Wei* e,kiellent reader's, (Do you, remember. the rule for

e'1,74"to-thange this-hilt dr othe,041Y;_legislation7-Whioli
oinits.NrildngAvlovcontak,the7,aufhor,:- or'the Ask, for
'Onsiditattok'of a_specifio,chang,Thei-rectuest:shpul&he,rnade!in

Et- 4,

.
author of the bi'l is not willing.tu make the_change,hen the state
council should write to the chair, the education committee irt-

the state legislature, requesting 'nem-matt& un the time and place .

of_the committee hearing on the bill and enclosing a copy of the
council's position on the bill.

Whether or not the author of the bill accepts the council's .
changes, a representative_ of the state English council should
appear before the committee hearing on the bill and present the
position of the state's English teachers., The author of the bill, as
a matter of courtesy, should always 'be infortued of the English

position before a representative appears at a, hearing to
testify . ,Up until the time the bill Is _finally killed ur signed, the
state. English council should continue to inform legislators of its
position through letters and phfe calls. This effort is especially
important if the state council. is supporting the bill because the
author. made extensive changes. Legislators du not feel very
kindly toward those who get what they want-and then disappear.

Rules and Regulations
.

Whatever is Wbn in the law can be lost if the English council is
not attentive 'to the rules and regulations that are adopted to
implement the law. In most states these rules and regulations are
adopted by state boards. Sometimes local boards are also asked to
adopt implementing The experience of the California
Association of Teachers of English in PPBS (Planning-
Prograinming-Budgeting-System) illustrates the Importance of

, regulatory agencies. After the legislature defeated an elaborate
PPBS bill and' passed a rather innocent two-year pilot'program,
the State Board- of -Education (after one year of lobbying-from
the advisory committee for the piloeprogram) almost decid'ed,to
step into the statutory vacuum arid, using its authority over the
school accounting Manual, adopt PPBS statewide. The opposition
of the California Association of Teachers df English in testimoky
before the State Board and before the adVisory committee played
an important role in the defeat 'of PPBS.

One of the' reasons for the success, of this effort ,was the
cooperative alliances between the 'CaliforAia Association of
Teachers of English and other teacher organizations such as AFT
and NEA. To expand these cooperative alliances, the California
association at one point joined Kaniffort to form a.tbbidinating
council 'of all curricultiin organizations in the state. Because most
'curriculummganizationshave a mutual interest in issue's such as
PPBS and testing, and because-the-key to effective lobliyingSS the__
Comprehensive alliance, suck a coordinating council, even If it
meets only once each year, should be a major goal of state
IngliSh councils.,

Students Who Fail .

The 'last:step lithick state councils might-consider isadoption
of k-policy,stateinehIl'6tposition paper on the proper standards
forrenediation. any ,states-',California, Virginia, colorado,nd
Florida, fOr example- require firat. remedial, or intervention ;

courses be offered so that students who do not,. Own.; ,the,,:.0
minimum competencies or who, Are in danger. of not graduating .

frothigh school will- receiVe the: assistancepecessary to-Attain,
,ntiniiiinntleVels. If the,*pro fesSimdges.,not, beOn..now,to _deride.;
the ,neects.for remedial instrAtion these-xemediabir-interirt<ion,
courses, May, only _condemn many 'students nto lepeated
The 'legislators must turn to the4roiession for a_ definitio,ni,o

_tlide,staOards, and is.--the obligation -pr Rrotession

Miles Myers- (Fos thel.1CTE/5,14T,R *esin0catimiyeA
_On'Sticial and PoliticatCandern

4.

,akeiterVio:04eAgeAgli*Cotiik.eit4ittt folloyr4t-pleite4:frorn,;;,' -

Eii iegiAtpes distlict..4the Nth'.E/SLATE, I III Kenyon Road, Urbana, II, 41401-
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. THE SAT SCORE DECLINE REPORT

Background

in/ October 1975, the president of the College Board com-
missioned a blue-ribbon panel to examine the fourteen year drop
in average scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). Their
report, On Further Examination, ,was issued in August 1977,,
bolscered by an array of special studies commissioned by the
panel. it is a readable, carefully qualified document that
contributes substantially to our understanding of the nature and
causes of the score decline.

Bu't the issues involved in the report are of national interest
and interpretations by the media have not alWays reflected the
balance in the report itself. English teachers may find themselves
confronted with "facts" and conclusions not justified by the
report;,,,they may also find that 'other parts of the report will
.providliktod support for their efforts. This issue of SLATE
outlines iheolindings and main areas of controversy for teachers
who have not yet had a chance, to study the report.

a
The SAT: What Is It?

The Scholastic Aptitude Test is ,,a twoand-a-half hour,
multiple-chpice examination with seedrately scored Math and
Verbal sectiohs. Each section is scored on a scale that ranges from
200 to 800, constructed so that the standard will remain
unchanged' from year to year. Theoretically, a score. 507 on a'
test taken in 1977 is equivalent to a score of 507 On a test taken-

-In 1941-1942 (When norms for the SAT were established). Special
studies undertaken for the score -decline panel suggest that this
theoretical expectancy has been -reasonably well-fulfilled; if 7
anything, the test may be slightly easier than it once was.

The Verbal section of the test has four types of items:
antonyms, analogies, sentence Completion, and reading compre-

/itension. The content of the items is no-t limited to' English;
-=materjals are -.draWn front social, political, scientific, 'artistic,
..philosophical, and literarx;Writing.

Some 1.4 million students took the SAT in 1976-77: A3,/
The- purpose of the SAT is straight-forward and limited: it, is a

-predictive measure of academic performance in college, particu-
larly.. during the first year. The "audience" for test score's are
college admissions: officerS17SCoies on the SAT do not predidt
College= success as ,Welt as do high school grades btit, when
combined-with,grades,-provide ,aslightly better overall predictive
,index than does either alone. (In 1974, the; median validity

ri7470 e f f 1911e t for 11).e. SAT-Verbal was .42; for the SAT,-Math, .32.)
Arter'reviewing,studieS on the predictive ability of.the test:and:

rejecting' poSsible-,-sourees of bias; the pairelconeluded that,,*
test,-..accomplisheswhat /it sets, out to do; but- recommended, to the
College :BoardAhatz-,,anotheriwanek,be,,set,/up,.torinvestigatethe'
w}i'ola:matter of theItination of tests- in the pasSige :from "high

1,4A001,:10; panel woug.b,49norned vyith,
determining 'relevance of- standards ad peed in tkerst ,to.the

Support for Learning and Teaching of Englishr-
educational opportunities of the present an issue which the score
decline panel regarded as outside its scope of inquiry. _

las

The Score Declin'e'

The panel decided, on good evidence, that the reported score
decline was real; it could not be explained away,as the result of
changes in test item_ s or scoring procedures, The decline has
affected both Math and Verbal scores, and has continued for
approximately fourteen years. Overall, the SAT-Verbal drcipped
49 points between 1963 and 4)77; the SAT -Math dropped 32
points. $;'

,During the last two years the decline has slowed dqwn, and for
some populations has begun to reverse itself.

Causes of the Decline

The panels' analysef eventually led, them to conclude that
there have been two successive score declines with different
underlying causes. The initial decline, which began about 1963
dand tapered off between 1970 and 1972, was due largely to
changes in the composition of the student populations taking the
test: Each year this population included larger proportions of
groups which traditionally have had lower scores, and which
pulled the overall average down: largely as a result of a national
attempt to expand and extend educational opportunities to
groups previously discriminated against, increasing numbers of

ce0students of lower socioeconomic status, of women, of members
of minority groups, and/ 9f students Intending to go to two-year
or open-admissions institutions began to take the test. The panel
attributes two-Dirds to three-quarters of the decline between
,I963 and 197016 such shifts. 7-

The panel points out, however, that while thirhift in the
composition oftthe test-taking population is responsible for much
of the score decline, this explanation itself has serious implica,
tioni: r,

What the decline ralects is the incompleteness, so fait of thi
national undertaking,to afford meaningful equality of pduca,
tional opportunity. This leaves fhe question of whether,275/
perCent cross,sectiorr of all young people/can be brought up to
the 11th- or ilth-grade academic attainment level previously=
achieved by 50:. percent of them._' Part of democracy's,
sustaining,notionAthat theycan_be. .

After about 1970, changes in the composition of the ,;..sAT
poptdation-account Tor do than a quarter of the recorded:
decline. Instead the paneb inds evidence of a, "pervasive " -dgeline-;/
in the'.averamsCorekorvir Ottralifgroups,iincluding.the'highelE:
scoring- decline is unrelateeto, seeioeseonoinic'levksex,.
minority group membership, course of itudy, high 4'101' = "i
/Standing ost -high school"plant:

Score Ie:and Oven ll'Editcaticinal gffotiv*s
The ,SAT is not, a measure of educational effectiveness. The



tests are not administered to samples representative of the school
population; they do not reflect overall goals of-education; they
do not predict success in life. They are simply an indication of
students'. probable academic accomplishments in the first years of
college. (Even in this respect their effectiveness varies with the
course of study followed in college.)The College Board has taken
steps to make these limitations clear, but their cautions are ofte,n

o ignored,
Because the panel felt that the post-1970 decline Might reflect

a more, general decline in educational attainment, they reviewed
studies.of trends on other standardized academic tests. Here they
found a _numtker of anomalies, including some evidence from the
National Assessment and from the Armed Fortes Qualification
Test that scores in some Areas (such as functional literat9y)
been ,rising during the period of dAtirning SAT scares. Their
conclusion is reasonable though its implications are only par-
flatly developed in the remainder of the report:

There are no reliable comprehensive measures yet of the
comparative competence of today's youth with yesterday 's It
could occur at the same time el at a larger percentage of
young people.going op to icolleg-e-iirlould be less well equipped
for what college has traditionally required,' whild (2) the
general ability level of youth as a whole has increased. (pp.
23-24) , . 9_1

The Panel's Conjectures

To- explain the "pervasive" SAT decline over the past six or
seven years, the panel included a chapter entitled "Circumstantial
Evidence," which begins with a sentence ackifocciledging that any
such explanations are "essentially an exercise in conjecture." It is
these. conjectures which havedrawn most of the, attention inthe
media, and which contain most of the statements which can be
used either to supporLor attack the efforts of teachers of_English.
In their attempts to trace the causes of the decline, the panel's
speculations were-wide-ranging; many have been taken out Qf
dontoa, by later commentators. What follows is a summary of
v3hat the panel did say about a number of'specific-factors which
some have implicated in the score decline.
Elective Programs,

The panel, found a complex relationship between elective
programs and the SAT score decline, and wame.d against an7.
oversimplistic interpretation. In studies_ they reviewed, they
found no significant relationship between the number of electives
added by a particular high school and the experience of students
from that school, on the SAT. Thiy did conclude,'however, that
particular elective courses (they cite film making and science
fiction) are less demanding than others, and may not offer as

,_good a preparatio.n for the SAT.:EVen here they caution that

... the new electives are being.taken less gy stunnts who are
going on to college (and will,therefore take the SAT) thin by
those who are not. It will have to be detenifiled whether the
needs and interests and developed competeeties of those
taking these elective; are better met by a course, for example,
in Radio/Television/Film or an English ky course-in the
refinements of the language. (p. 26)

Their reservations-arid qualifications emerge less clearly in the
concluSfons Viri the' summary chalet. There discussian of
factors,in the perliAsive tectre'dediiia'Jiegins.

Qrre. Thcreltas lieen,a,significant dispersal of learning activities
and eniphaskintlie; schools& reflected, partictilarly in the. '
addintaptaiiilleptlye"courses and reducfon of the number
of courses; allltiidents alike are require to take. This has
'been-true particularly th-P=English'and verbal areas; (1).*
461= --"

9
It is this liaVitaterpent which has bectiMe the basis of Attacks On

,full ;AS iOit cOnSideiakly,' ;more
ent HVe-..-

Experimental Teaching Methods

Although the panel heard frequent suggestions that the score
decline could be attributed to experimental teaching methods.
open classrooms, nongraded courses, and other innovations, they
found no evidence in their own or other studies of any
relationship between these approaches and the SAT score decline.

Vocational and Experiential'Training

On the related question of the introduction of experiential
(out-ufschoul)" training in the high schools, they. found that
students reportipg 1, to 15 hours of outside work a week aier,w,l
higher SAT scores thAn those doing no such work at all. They also
found nu-evidence that vocational and technically -oriented
training had contributed-to the §-core-decline.,
Back to-the Basics

The panel's report has already been used by some editorialists
to support a narrowly conceived back-to-the-basics movement. It
does not. The panel warns specifically against a return "to
uniform drills and exercises commended only .6y a traditional
pedagogy" (p. 26). They argue- instead, as have many English
t6chers:,, for a "larger emphasis on the fundamentals of learning
that capje identified as strengthening the base on which all
studentttPan build" (pp. 26-27). The context, fdr such instruction
-should be one of variety rather than of rigidity:

A
e

The American education system is unique in. its variety and its
capacity to be useful to an extremely broad constituency, in
which those-who are going to take the SAT_are a minority. We
do not read the SAT score decline as an Instruction that
education in this country must or should btiiiore rigid, more
selective, more rejective, more najform. Instead, the instruc-
tion is that edy,cation, esper011y secondary education, must
become still more diversifieafr%noie varied-but without being
watered aown. (p. 31)

.- 7

. %Careful Writing, Critical Reading 0
, c

., *A; fr.,,,

The fundamentals which the panel continually stresses are
those of careful writing ap,d-critibal reading; they returittThi1hese
points in many different c niexts: the unfortunate reliance, on
tests ,which require, little ',.r no writing; textbooks with nothing .

but" ., 0, le -choir Mtn-the-blank exercises; declining home-
work- :9 ftements;ii` d electives.

Eng Bit leacheri can agree wholeheartedly With many of the
-points the pane1 .makes, and- can welcome the, call, for more
systetnoie instruction .i.1 writing and' critical wading: (In dis-
cussing teacilerworkloatt, andzuling it out as,a factor in the-score
declinethe panel asks almost parenthetically for reconsideration
of- teachers' responsibilities "in order to achieve better writing,"
p.,32) There i -a tendency in the reporthowever, to single gut.-;.,
English instr for special criticism. Partly b came, soive.of
the specialized studiel focbsed upon aspects of En nisi 'teaching,
partly because of an ipiplicit identification of i-W-q, Arsetores as
a measure of the success of Englishildises, teach s of English
emerge, as -particularly responsible; or , the score decline. The
report_pays little attention tothe fact that the,critical reading and

1, writing-indeed theJhinking-hat the. panel .consistently
rpeominendS,,siiOpld be part of the, whole curriculum, not just of -

the English class,'lle.panel sometimes ignores what it pointa_gui
insthe, beginning- tn a_t_iterris on -the ,AT-yerhal are bated on,sK. ,
general.arpas, iricluding the, physicaLand social sciences, riot just
on -literature-. It -also-ignores the faTct that Scores on the English:
Composition T'st have actually been _rising during tite.;perioW
decline on other- treasures, raising ,a ,real-questiOn:(as the:Panel;
d,q9s,,notO of the relevance of the SAT-Verbal: as a ine,asureof
writing.s ills.-



, Television

While noting that the research relating television viewing to
academic test scores is ''entirely inconclusive",(f). 35), the panel
nonetheless comes motile "essentialbssubjective" conclusion that
television is one of the causes of the SAT score decline. They baser 7their argument primarily on the assumption that 1Z,000. to
15,000 holirs of 'precollege television viewing must .be, reducing
t amount 91-1-tine "which otherwise would have gone into the
evel,opment of:the skills and aptitudes measured on college

../_____.errarce examinations" (p. 36). They also point out the probably
ben4cial effects of some children's educational televisiOn series,
and speculate that television viewing may be developing other
abilities or ways of learning than are measured by the SAT.

Learning Standards

The panel found a general lowering of educational standards,
reflected in phenomena as..diverse as high absente_e, rates, grade,
inflation, automatic promotion, 'educed 4homewatk assigmtnnti,
and easier textbook content., (Currenti I th grade texts were
generally found to be written at a 9th or 10th grade reading
level.) They recognize. however, that many uf. these problems
-arose as a response. tu changing demands upon tlfrschools, and
they caution against simplistic answers such asrigid retention of
students who do not meet 'some prespecified level of "com-

,,

The oniy-right answer is to vary the in-structional process still
more to take account or increased individual differences, but -
without lowering standardswhich:we recognize is a form,of
magic, but one that has been performed in this country for a
long time. (p. 47)

Other Factoia .. .
The panel found a number of other factOrs which could be

implicated in the score decline. Amongthe more important of
these are changes in the role of the flintily, the disruption caused
by the national traumas of the 1960s and 19,10s (assassinations,
Vietnam, violent protests, and Watergate), and 1 the lack of
motivation which students may have felt as a r sult of these

.general societal -factors. (Again, these are discussed tin the4estion
titled "Circumstaritial Evidence.") ....,

_ .

.

The '1SAT score, decline 'pahel, com sionod to examine 2a
comple$ topicifotind no simple answers. Heir report poseapany
issues which need Careful consideration, ranging from tgeltile of
StandatTliZedf-,tests iiPthe college entrance process to the ways-in
which. alkstulehts can be held to the highest standards of which
they are capabIealzpaners discussions touch on many issues of
direct relevac,e to .the teaching of tnglish:Aelective programs,
writing instru tion, critical reading, the role- of television, the
back-to-the-basi

-3 >te9ctters of English language arts atall levels, if only becausevr&

SLATE OFFE itIELP't.
INITH-ACCRE ITATION TEAMS

your college kiue for accreditation or renewal of accredita-
tion? If so. SL ATIT may be able to help. Send SLATE the names
and address4 of tie members of your accreditation committee,
and SLATE will write to. each of them, sending copies of the
1977- Workload Statement for College English Teachers, and
urging the commi tee members to measure the acceptability of
English Departments in terms of whether the college is,meeting,
or attempting to meet, those guidelines.

If the college administration is aware of the standards NCTE
has set,

some
realizes that the adoption 9f those standards may

have some bearing on accreditation, overworked English teachers
can expect some reliefand the teaching of English,at the
Institutions should impro've..

STARTER SHEETS,DISTRIBUTED
ofk BY STATE OFFICE ti

The Montana Office of Public Instruction has assisted the
Montana Association of Teachers of English in printing and
distributing Volume la the SLATE Starter Sheets, The Montana
English, Consultant writes-- "SLATE'S activities are exciting,
teachers have been grateful for the clear, efficient prelentation of
the Starter Sheets exhibit. You may-be pleased to know that they
haVe been widely quoted in meetings, newsletters, and at cocktail
plities.

CCCC (SOLUTION ON TESTS
QF WRITING ABILITY :

The Conference on College Composition and Communication,
at its-annual meeting held in K,ansas City in March 1977, passed

404
-the follinying resolution:

RLSOLVED.'that CCCC opposes and Z.ondemns the im-
position of ,..ompeten,.y, placement,. or atievement tests
purporting to measure the writing ability of students unless or
until those specific tests, and the purposes foo,which they are
to be used, have been examined and approved, y the writing
teachers at that institution. -

The members present at the business meeting voted to send
copies bf the resolution to the "chief educational decision makers

across the states and territOtieS."

SLATE AFFILIATE REPRESENTATIVES
,

I: The SLATE Steering Committee has asked each affiliate to
nominate :a SLATE representative, who will be responsible for
coordinating SLATE activities within the affiliate ,_and. for'
encouraging. contributions toiSLATE. By ,Octoberl, nearly al'
affiliates had 'sent. the nail* of their representative to' NOTE

.
headquarters. . ,....movement. The report is worth careful study by

In stmne_states, the SLATE representatives have already

:are likelyto sufferlhe consequences if we allow others to draw
the infelences fo.r us\(On Further Examination -is available from
College Board Publication Orders, Box 2815, Princeton, New

e seY...01(N:f9Y14)- -.. -

, - Arth N. Aliplebee-,
...

- - ..
(For t e NCTE/SLATESteering Committee
oriSoci l'and Political:CiancernS)

-,-----

_ ,
. ....._,,,,,,...._ ___. _i

81.6.0 Starter Sheets and Ne letters are offered as- resources fur-
dealing with current isiuesaffeett "g the teiching,Of &-ighsh language
arts Reproduce these materials and eig them to help promote ;

tiotterunderitanding ortfiegOalso English teaching, _

arranged apeeial distributi9ns of SLATE materials- to affiliate
" Members,-, toi,sehool administrators; and to other interested

educational rganizations. Special sessions to discuss SLATE
tarter 'Sheets :AO SLATE activities 'haVe -also -beeli y at

affiliate
011.

a

5

`COSPONSORED SPEAKERS.PROG AM,

Wing' CAntif:tee members have also been. bus
affiliate activities: Under the auspices of NCTE'.s Cosponsored
SPeakerS Program, they.' have spoken to ,affiliate >gioups trpm
Florida-to Hawaii. Affiliates interested in arranging a visit from a.
Member prole, SLATE Steering Committee: should c.orttactJohn
C,Maxwell at! NOTE .headqu'artecis 1 11 1 enyon 'Oa , -Urbana.
111JiriS-61801._



SLATE HOLDS INVIIATIONAL,WORKSH 'OP .

SLATE is sponsoring a 'four-hour invitational for(
affihaterenresentativeS and other interested persons on Thursdby
afternoon during the NCTE.cortvention'in New Yogic. Thetheine
of th-e workshop is "Resp'unding to Social an Political Con-
cerns," and it will be lef by Jesse Perry and Miles.Myclx, both
members of the 1977SLATE Steering Committee. Participants
will discuss SLATE goals and organization; three, ocal`Issues

. (censorship, student load, and the selection of- classroom mate-
rials), a state issue,(the minimal competency onovement inelttlinig
a review of some sample legislation). and a national issue (ways in

-"which SLATE might help to influence federal policy on testing).

NI E GRANTS REQUESTED

SLATE has asked the National Institute of Edu..ation to*-
budget for small research grants (S500 to 51400) foi`..lassroorn
teachers, K14, whd*nt ,to.,explore within their own classrooms.'
small, manageable questions on the teaching of writing,- reading,
and literature. The SLATE Committee belleGes.that research, on a

'modest scale, should be one of the responsibilities of classionni
-English teachers, and that some reward for th' efforts would
contribute to a community of interest among researchers and
piactitioners.

John. W. Christensen, Acting Director. of the Institute. for-
warded the requeSt to the Associate Director for Basic Ski Isairith
the recommendation that it be considered in the formulation of
future plans.

-
POLITICS AND EDUCATION

.0
SLATE members may be interested' in investigating 'a new

publication, Politics and Education, to be issued bimonthly at the-
rate of S6 a 'year for institutions, S5(Or faculty, and S4 for
students. The publication will "provide iudepth reports on
developments, in higher education, critical analyses of the current
process of retrenchments, an'd features on student and faculty
political involvement." The publication is "part of the developing
nationwide struggle to protect and improve higher education. ",,

People interested in the new publication- may write to
Wesleyan Station, Fisk Hall, Middletown/Conneeticut 06457.

r'

-COMPETENCY TESTS PROLIFERATE.

Nip
Department of the Education Commission of$the states, reports `
dila by March 1, 1977, qeir states had passed such legislation

. -arid another nine states 1,4d taken either state board or state
departinent of eilue4t1ofi'actiOn to mandate some form of
minimal cOinperency activity. Even more ,action was expected
early in 1977.

Piplict also reinirts that the "early out" testing now being used
`in Florida and 41ifornia -remains unique to those two States,

legislative` and state boards seem 40 be moving 'more, timprd,4:0
setting standards for high schoolgraduation or, as in the states of '

Washington and Viiginia, toward establishing standards of -the
Itinior high or elementary school level.

o If you know of actions on minimal competency testing being
contemplated in your state or area, Chris Pipit() would be glad to

. have the information. Ile would also find any analysis; study-,o1-
*progress report on the implernent4ion of such programs very
useful. His address is 18b0 Lrikoin Street, Iiinver, 'Colorad;
80295..

SLATE MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM NCTE
The first two volume of SLA 71 are now available from the

NCTE order departipent..at SI each. Each volume contains
Starter Sheets providing, briei suminaries_of_rescarcll and pro-

- fessional opinion related to current issues in--the teaching of
English language arts, and Newsletters describing related-aotivitie
of SLATE. and NCTE. Voluine I, -emphasizing, appropnate--
responses to the but( -to-the-basks movement, Includes Starter
Sheets on what the "basics" in English are, grammar and
Osage, eomposition, language and dialect,- spelling, reading, and
certsorshipof iritructional,inaterials.

0,1unie II, enwhasizing current issues in standardized testing,
containNiscussas of minimal competency testing, standardized
tests scores. minimal competency testing and bilingual/bicultural
students\ the National 'Assessment of _Educational Progress,
strategies for responding to minimal competency legislation._
instruction in phonki,antim this issue, the SAT score decline.

To order your copies, complete the form at the bottom of this
page and return it to,NCTE/SLATE, 111 Kenyon:Road, Urbana,
Illinois 61t01:

'SLATE 'CONTRIBUTIONS UP

SLATE's November 1976 Newsletter reported that five states
had passed laws requiring minimal competency testing in their
public schools, and that, four other states had Ntuch- legislation

A:sending. Update IV. Minimal Competency Testing, prepared by ,
Chris Pipho, Associate Director of the Research and Information

. , '

.HAVE YOU CONTRIBUTED YET THIS YEAR?

Name

dress
Number

Amountmafonation. S51-
. _

S-10; $20;

Have you ctintriblitedq; SLATAbeforeT.

Yes; No.

Other.

.-
By the end of July 1976, SLAliE had received contrilltitions-

.

from jtrst ovev:600 individuals. A year later, the total had grown
to over 1800z-and if is still rising.

To 'Make your contribution to SLATE, ...omplete the form
belOw and return it to NCTE/SLATE, 1111 Kenyon Road,
Urbana', Illinois 61801. Contributions may be Made in any
amount, SLATE Newsletter is sent for one year to anyone who
ecintributes S5 or more -in support of SLATE activities.

SLATE Starter Slieets/Newsletters

Soltirnel
'(Emphasis: Back to the-Bagits)
NCTE Stock Number- 98619-76

rise t

yciltatfe
(Enfrthasis.StanClarcliied Testing)
NCTE)-Stook Num6er 9S619-77
-_(Si per§et?)

Quolitity Total.
, 'ordered cost

ptlal payment eiielbsed:
,

Make checks paSflab le t.0 or02,ts.614;
.

,


